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INTRODUCTION 

PAUL SMITH 

The essays in this issue of Critical Exchange a r e  the papers given at  
SCE's two sessions at  the 1984 MLA convention. The titles of the 
sessions were "Men in Feminism-I" and "Men in Feminism-11." The first 
session consisted in papers by myself, Stephen Heath and Andrew 
Ross; the second in responses by Alice Jardine, Elizabeth Weed, 
Judith Mayne and Peggy Kamuf. 

The participants have not substantially edited their talks for CEY, 
so  the papers offered here must be considered a s  drafts. There is a 
number of references throughout the issue to  two published essays 
which it was not possible to reprint here: Stephen Heath's "Male 
Feminismw (The Dalhousie Review, vo1.64, no.2) and my nA Question of 
Feminine Identityn (Notebooks in Cultural Analysis, vol.1). Quotations 
a re  also made from a response to the latter text: Alice Jardine's and 
Rosi Braidotti's "Corps Re'spondantes," which is not published. 
There are  plans afoot to include these three texts, the essays in this 
issue, and some other work in a bok-length collection about the 
relation of men to feminism. 

The question of men's relation to feminism is  scarcely a simple one, 
involving a s  it does a whole range of political and ethical issues; and 
it would be ridiculous to imagine that such a question i s  at  all 
thoroughly dealt with through the present seven essays. tlowever, it 
seems important that the question be broached and a dialogue begun. 
It  was primarily in the hope of beginning a discussion that SCE 
sponsored these sessions and now publishes these inchoate papers. 
A s  always with SCE projects, the participants welcome commentary 
and response. 

Paul Sniith 
Miami University 



MEN IN FEMINISM: MEN 6 FEMINIST THEORY 

PAUL SMITH 

"Jesus as  liberator calls for a renunciation and dissolution of 
this whole web of s ta tus  relationships by which societies have 
defined privilege and unprivilege. He speaks especially to 
outcast women, not a s  representatives of the 'feminine,' but 
because they a r e  at the bottom of this network of oppression. 
His ability t o  be liberator does not reside in his maleness, but, on 
the contrary, in the fact that he has renounced this system of 
domination and seeks t o  embody in his person the new humanity 
of service and mutual empowerment." 

Rosemary Radford Ruether, To Change the World 

"Men in Feminism:" the title for  these two sessions, and for which 
I have to take some large part of responsibility, turns out to be at 
least provocative, perhaps offensive, at any rate troublesome for 
everyone involved. The provocation, the offense, the trouble that 
men a r e  for feminism i s  no longer-at least, in the academy where 
most of u s  here reside--simply a matter of men's being the object o r  
cause of feminism (men's fault, feminism's cause; men as  the agents 
of that which feminism seeks to change). Men, some men, now-and 
perhaps by way of repeating an age-old habit-are entering feminism, 
actively penetrating it (whatever *iti might be, either before o r  after 
this penetration) for  a variety of motives and in a variety of modes, 
fashions. That penetration is often looked upon with suspicion: it 
can be taken to be yet another interruption, a more or less  illegal act 
of breaking and entering, entering and breaking, for which those men 
must finally be held to account. Perhaps the question that rteeds to 
be aslced by those men, with them, for them, is, to what extent is their 
irruption (penetration and interruption) justified; is it of any political 
use to feminism; ant1 the related but I hope distinct question, to what 
extent is it wanted? 

Within the academy (a feminism outsitle the academy is sonietl~ing 
I wartt to talk about, but for now, speaking from wtlere we are ,  within 
t l ~ e  American academy) there seems now to be a material split, a 
breach brat ween wonlerl's studies (its programmes ant1 institutions) 
al~tl fentitlist theory ( i t s  perhaps nrorc n~arginal programnws and 
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2 PAUL SMITH 

institutions). If it can be assumed for  tltc ntoment-thorlgh people, 
I'm s u r e  will have disagreentents-that wowen's stutlies has by now 
been quite fully irttegratecl into the irtstitutional ancl tliscir~linary 
s t ruc tures  of the academy, then the area known a s  feminist theory 
becomes the vanguarcl of whatever political effect t l ~ a t  acatlemic 
feminism might aspire to. To say this i s  to reflect, I hope 
acc~irately,  the sentiment of many fentinist theorists. 

It is, of course, not altogether clear that feminist theory is  not 
itself being recuperated, institutionalised, tlisciplinised, in a similar 
manner. There a r e  discernible within that area of acadenlic activity 
networks of power, hierarchies and reputations, a whole politics 
amor~gst the women who a r e  feminist theorists; these networks 
already (perhaps, 'always-already') become formally consoilant with 
existing institutional apparatuses. *Indeed, the set  of relations 
involved there is  perhaps only quantitatively different from what's 
already in place: qualitatively, things a r e  ra ther  similar. 

This may, of course, be nothing more than an indication that 
feminist theory i s  just one strand, on block in the midst of many 
others which together embody the more general presence now of 
'theory' in academic institutions. Feminist theory, however 'feministi 
it may be, and howsoever 'feministi i s  construed, does not exist 
outside the academy and, more specifically, i s  historically not 
separable from the 'theory' that has muscled i t s  way into the 
humanities over the last ten o r  twenty years. 

Theory, a s  feminist theory has taught u s  to  know, is  itself 
implicated fully into the phallocracyr it helps invent, legitimate and 
reproduce the male order. This is a s  much t r u e  by etymological 
definition (the sight, the clarity and the objectifying character of 
theoria) a s  it i s  pragmatically t r u e  (we can currently celebrate the 
presence of theorists in the universities, and we know that they're 
settling themselves ever more snugly into their institutional homes 
and enjoying the f ru i t s  of a certain tenure). And for  overdetermined 
reasons, men still seem to be able to sing to that institutional tune a s  
well a s  any parvenues. 

But that's the point, according t o  the feminist theorist; that's 
why feminist theory i s  different from theory. It's exactly because 
theory is  phallocentric that feminist theory can be effective. If, a s  
theory tells us, women a r e  taken by the male order  to be the other, 
the very point of difference, women's theory i s  necessarily s u b  
versive of that order  and thus  of the very s t r u c t u r e s  it works 
within. So, it i s  said, the aim of fentinist theory's critique i s  to 'see' 
theory ('see,' a s  in a game of poker), and see theory change i ts  spots. 
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If this i s  indeed the intendment of fernirtibt theory, then men, 
biological men, a r e  necessarily a problem. Men a re  in a sense the 
bearers  o r  supports of the #allocratic tradition. 

Yet feminist theory wants to indict the very s t r u c t u r e s  which 
a r e  said to  erect  masculinity and femininity. Feminist theory- 
broadly speaking-sees (through phallocentric theory) that male- 
centered social and psychical s t r u c t u r e s  place biological men in such 
a way that they enforce those s t r u c t u r e s  almost irremediably. But 
equally, the s t r u c t u r e s  place women a s  the other, in a different 
relation. in a place which is  not really a place-women always fo r  
those s t r u c t u r e s  but never really in them. Feminist theory shows, 
then, that women a r e  thus oppressed/hiddenlrepressedlmarginalised 
by those s t r u c t u r e s  but a t  the same time privileged t o  escape them 
o r  to be displaced by them. 

I sketch out-crudely and in a way thatis probably arguable--this 
essential paradox in order  t o  ask a brace of questions. Can men 
understand this theoretical and academic position in feminist theory? 
And can they thence be of any political use t o  i t?  

In one sense, I think, they can certainly understand it. A s  the 

everyday practitioners of fetishism, they shouldn't be much put out 
of joint by this paradoxical view of women a s  being both there and not 
there, both f o r  the upholding of the s t r u c t u r e s  and also disavowed by 
them. Indeed, the position of men in relation to  feminism which is  
described and recommended by Luce Irigaray (and t o  which Stephen 
Heath has  attached himself in his  essay, "Male Feminism" j t h e  
positior~ of 'admirer-seems to  me to  be almost an endorsement of 
fetishism. But the difference for  the women who a r e  feminist 
theorists i s  that i t  i s  now they who a re  describing women in this 
Inanner. Perhaps, a f t e r  all, there's something which meti can't 
understand--feminists fet ishising women. 

But serious joking aside, there's another, more prosaic sense in 
which men can (and, I think, do) understand this double ascription of 
women: that's insofar a s  it i s  exactly theoretical. The intellectual 
task of understanding. comprehending feminist theory is  not a huge 
problem because feminist theory is  situated within the a r ray  of post- 
s t ructural is t  discourses with which we a r e  all now over-familiar. 
Feminist theory is  tllus understandable; it's understandable that it 
exists; one hopes to  tx: understanding when it advances i t s  claims. 
The protiletr~, so  f a r  a s  I'm aware, is not one of understanding per  se. 

What exactly the problems a r e  for  men in feminism, and what 
protlems feminist tlreorists have with mien in feminisrri i s  not going to 
I:e easy to  actually ut ter ,  here  o r  anywl~t~re  else. But one factor 
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that needs t o  be considered, I think, i s  the question of the norn~ative, 
even legalistic aspect of femirtist t11eory ilseff and the cortcomitar~t 
culpability of the male breaker  and errterer. The question-in arty 
context--of who fs allowed to  say o r  clo what, to whom and a lau t  whom 
is  patently a legal question: it can conbe up only when any given 
discourse i s  formirrg o r  has formed a mode of pragmatic legislation, 
wheri it i s  legalising itself, and defining i t s  outside, naming potential 
transgressors. Any discourse desires  to be i t s  own space, in a way; 
it needs t o  think itself a s  sui generis: i t  must exclude. I a t  me 
s t r e s s  that I think this i s  the case with any discourse: it's not a 
question here  of impugning feminist theory any more o r  less than 
Marxism, Reaganism, o r  any other discourse. Feminist theory has i t s  
exclusive mechanisms-it excludes particular people, establishes 
ways of checking credentials, controls a vocabulary, even excludes 
other feminist discourses. Here, a s  everywhere, the important thing 
for the t ransgressor  to know is, not just the sentence, but the 
reason for  the law's existence. For the gr,eater good, o r  to advance 
and consolidate particular interests? 

So f a r  as men a r e  concerned, then; s o  f a r  a s  they, a s  supposed 
homomorphs to  the systems which feminism challenges, i r rupt  into 
that discourse a s  it incipiently formallses itself; a s  they learn to  
understand it and follow i t s  guidelines; what a r e  they required t o  
do?lfve already suggested that men can understand feminist theory 
and that the problems a r e  elsewhere. This was the message I myself 
received just  recently. In response to  art article I wrote, @A 
Question of Feminine Identity," Alice Jardine, who will speak in the 
second session, asked this in relation to  men in feminist theory: 

What i s  it that keeps them from speaking and writing of 
tl>emsefves, of their own positionality in the cor~temporary 
tliscursive field? I am not, of course, talking here  about 
becoming "personal," just  of knowing what they already know- 
that no one speaks o r  writes suspended bet,ween heaven and 
earth. 

And she continues: 

Most difficult of all i s  that these few men, o u r  allies, have 
learned their lessons well. The actual content of their writing i s  
rarely incorrect per  se. I t  i s  almost a s  if they have learned a 
new vocabulary perfectly, but have not paid enough attention to 
syntax o r  intonation. 

These con~ments-addressed to  a certain context, to  be sure ,  but of 
wider concern, nevertheless--these comments detained me for  a long 
time in ttre writing of this paper; they still detain me. So, without 
necessarily becoming 'personal.' I'd like to talk a little about my own 
response t o  them. 

It  would be disingenuous of me to claim that my primary 
response i s  not ra ther  defensive, a defensiveness which runs  a s  a 
strand through any number of other moments of response-annoyed, 
resigned, argumentative. submissive, and so on-some of them more 
markedly typical 'masculine' t ra i ts  than others. Generally, Alice's 
statements appeared to me a s  a familiar, albeit kindly example of the 
suspicions which women feminists will have of men feminists; thus 
they produce in me the overdetermined repetition of a fear-exactly, 
the fea r  of being excluded-and a desire t o  vindicate myself in 
relation to  the demands of the other. Although these comments speak 
of me and other men a s  allies, we're clearly not quite the  right allies, 
o r  not able to do  quite the right thing. Even the fact that I'm 
perceived a s  understanding feminist theory (I've learned my lessons 
well) i s  "difficultn f o r  this female feminist because, finally, I do not 
have the right intonation and syntax, I don't have the native accent; 
I'm an alien. I can, of course, he an alien only in a system that 
perceives itself a s  having some definitional integrity which can be 
legally enforced o r  embodied a s  a correctness of activity o r  speech. 

It  may well be that I'm mistaking Alice's contments: I'm perhaps 
too quickly assuming that they arise from a sense of the integrity of 
feminist discourse which i s  similar to a kind of nationalism. This 
strictly political analogy might constitute the  'incorrect' reading. 
Perhaps, rather, these comments a r e  making a more theoretical 
reference--more t o  my inability to speak authentically the mother 
torlgue, the specificity of which is theoretically more available to 
women than to  men. Perhaps it's being suggested that males who 
w o ~ ~ l d  be feminist need to undertake to write and speak a s  if they 
were women, to explore their relationship to the imaginary, t o  mimic 
tlic feminist theoretical effort  of undermining the male economy by 
deploying the very excess which that economy has neglected. 

To take up that question for  a moment: if feminist theory is  
really clain~ing that a man speaking o r  writing on feminism cannot o r  
simply does not include his body, I'cl want to a s k  what a r e  tlie signs 
tliat a r e  missing? VJlrat would a male writing his imaginary actually 
protlucc? I an,, I must confess, stumpt:cl by that questiolt. The only 
arIs\hel.s at  nhich I cot~ld guess  seem ur~likely to  be 'correct.' 
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On the one hand, we men might think that the writing of ou r  
imaginary would be exactly a pornography, the manifesta tiori of our  
imaginary relation to  the maternal body and riothing so  mucfi a s  a trwe 
antbivalence, o r  a more resilient fetishisn*. If the s t ructures  in 
which we a r e  caught, in which our  egos a re  co~~s t ruc t ed ,  a r e  
accurately described by theory and by feminist tl~eory, what is our  
imaginary but a pornographic defense agai~ist the nrother's body? 
Granted that it's certainly the case, a s  Irigaray and many others have 
told us, that we still have everything to say about our  own sexuality, 
the fight against our  own fetishism cannot be conducted by simply 
exhibiting it, putting it out a s  an exhibit for  the court. If we a r e  
even t o  tell feminism and the world, in answer to Ruby Rich's 
question, why it is that we like pornography so much, we're not going 
to do that just by producing it. 

On the other hand, there's another answer, mooted from time to 
time in French feminist work (though not often by American 
feminists). That is: men could write like a,Genet, a Klossowski, a 
JabL.s, a Joyce, a Blanchot, o r  like any other of the male authors 
whom feminist theory has a t  different moments authorised. Yet we 
know into what theoretical impasses the champions of those , 

supposedly 'perverse1 writers have been led: an ahistorical and often 
irresponsible advancing of the claims of the avant-garde; the positing 
of some unspecified o r  inexplicable agency of sexual-revolu t ionary 
genius in such writers; great pseudo-biological schemas of innate bi- 
sexuality, and so on. 

Or, similarly, a s  men we could be writing like a Roland Barthes, 
consistently undermining ourselves, marginalising ourselves, de- 
privileging ourselves--only t o  land up like Barthes with an express 
loathing for  sexual politics, o r  even for politics itself. 

These a r e  some of the impossible, incorrect, incriminating 
answers to some of the questions which emerge for a man (this man, 
at any rate) in trying to  think through a relation to  feminist theory- 
to think through, however crudely, the problems which seem to be the 
material effects of feminist theory for a man. In that thinking, I in 
fact always feel exactly the impossibility of saying anything properly 
correct. There 1s always the looming probability of being in- 
criminated, the continual likelihood of appearing provocative, of- 
fensive, troublesome. All these feelings, fears, a r e  in one sense the . 
result of engaging with a discourse whose laws I can never quite 
obey. I understand that such a discourse has every reason not to 
take me seriously, not to take me in: but a s  yet it has not actually 
passed the proper legislation. Men still constitute a shadowy, 

unfegislatable area for feminist theory. 
So long a s  this i s  still the case, so  long a s  the edict has rtot been 

passed, i t  seems to  me that it could be considered useful to  have men 
in feminism, men who a r e  still, o r  a s  yet, neither outlaws or in-laws. 
Not those white, academic "authoritative men" who Gayatri Spivak 
guesses might subject feminist work to correction as  a result  of 
their essentially male o r  phallocratic urges. Nor men who might 
simply learn the skills and techniques, the conlpetence, of feminist 
approaches in a kind of benevolent mimicry. Nor, certainly those who 
would rival women in obeying the t rue word of feminism, o r  even 
translating what Elaine Showalter calls feminism's "findings ... into the 
warp of their obscure critical languages." 

Rather, within the context of feminist theory, men might do 
something like the same thing a s  women doldid within theory itself: 
they can be there (already a r e  there sometimes) to help: to  subvert, 
unsettle and undermine the (seemingly rather fast t o  settle) laws of 
that discourse. To undermine not, of course, feminism itself, but 
only a process of settling, solidifying. This they might do purely by 
virtue of existing in it as  a difference. They might ac t  a s  a reminder 
to  feminist theory of the material fact of difference, the real 
consequences of which is feminism's material. 

Difference cannot be continually deferred; nor can it he dealt 
with purely at a textual and theoretical level. Rather, difference is 
constitutive of social life; i t  i s  real and has real effects; it i s  not 
purely academic; i t  i s  not going t o  be altered by the estabiishing of a 
watertight se t  of discursive parameters. In other words, men can 
perhaps help to  forestall the merely academic institutionalisation of 
feminism. They may be able to take an interrogative but sympathetic 
role. From the point of their impossible-provocative, offenstve, 
t r o u b l e s o m e ~ s i t i o n  in feminism, they might help to  keep in view the 
referent which most of ou r  current  theory i s  all too eager to  defer. 

That referent is quite simply a political struggle of which 
feminism, llowever understood, can be only one part. I t  may well be 
that the limit of men's being In feminist theory is also the limit of 

. feminist theory itself. It seems to me that when feminist theory 
, turns to  confront o r  to construct i ts  public sphere, o r  when it has 

had dolre wit11 codifying itself in the contested but liniited spllere of 
tlrc academic, tlrat is the point where we can really talk almut 
allia~rcc-s 1,cttveerl ferr~inists and men, between people engaged in a 
~wlitical struggle which is carried out on marly fronts. I'm fa r  front 
syutl~atl~isirtg with t l ~ c  kirul of sentimettt that Terry Eagleton 
c x l w e s s ~ l  very recel~tly: that theory and the oppressed a r e  natural 



allies (since n the  t r u t h  i s  that ... theory has  always hrrw more 
acceptable t o  the ru led  than the ru lers1) .  In Anicricnzt acaden~ia, 
theory--fen~inist o r  not--is by and large ingrown, witli no public 
sphere t o  which t o  a t tach  itself o r  through which t o  be effective. 
The heat generated in the kitchen around the questjvrr of men in 
fcti1111isn1 does seem t o  me an  irldication of (rvcn a comprlsation for )  a 
ra ther  narrowly efficacious political project. 

Paul Smith 
Miami University 

MEN IN FEMINISM: MEN AND FEMINIST THEORY 

STEPHEN HEATH 

Thinking about th is  MLA session 1 wrote an  essay  entitled 'Male 
~eminism.'l Once writ ten and sent ou t  to  the  o ther  participants, 
however, i t  became c l ea r  tha t  it was not going t o  be possible for  me 
t o  speak that  e s say  here; i t s  length alone would be prohibitive. The 
difficulty I had t h u s  made f o r  myself was only eased a few days  ago 
when I received the  paper tha t  Paul Smith h a s  just  delivered, under 
the title, 'Men in Feminism: Men in Feminist Theory1. I t  seemed t o  me 
a t  once that  that  paper valuably raised a number of ques t ions  and 
that  s ta r t ing  from it and them the re  was son~etljing I coulcl t r y  t o  
say.2 

One o r  two things s t r u c k  me immediately in what Paul said, 
concerning feminist theory: Feminist theory, however "fenlinisttl it 
may be, and however "feminist" i s  construed,  does not exist  outside 
the  academy. And then: the  intellectual t a s k  of understanding, 
comprehending feminist theory i s  not a huge problem because  feminist 
theory i s  si tuated within the a r r a y  of pos t -s t ruc tura l i s t  d iscourses  
with which we a r e  now over-familiar. Reading those  remarks ,  I 
remembered, apparently very  different, Derrida a couple of yea r s  
back beginning what I suppose i s  h i s  most d i r ec t  writ ten engagement 
with feminism a s  follows: 

We will therefore  not leave time t o  come back t o  what i s  behind 
us,  no r  to  look attentively. W e  will only take  a glimpse. (In 
French t o  t a k e  a glimpse i s  t o  look in to  the spaces  between 
things, e n t r w o i r ,  that  is ,  interview.)3 

For Paul, and f o r  u s  in this session, his  responsibility, 'Men in 
Feminism' h a s  a subti t le ,  'Men in Feminist Theory', and the problem is  
the  'nlen and', not the 'fenlinist theory' which i s  known, u n d e r  
sta~iclable, ranged 'within the  a r r ay  of post-structuralist  d iscourse  
with which we a r e  now over-familiar1, a s  such 'not a huge  problem'. 
For Derrirla, feminism seems not s o  clear--oddly enough given that  he 
a f t e r  all i s  the a r c h  post-structuralist-tnlt more a mat ter  of spaces 
k t  ween things; and he is not going t o  look attentively, no a r r ay ,  'only 
take  a glimpse', ' e n t r w o i r ' .  That, of course ,  i s  the vocab\~lary  of 
fctisl~isn,: the glimpse, the inter-entre view, t l ~ e  see11 l,ut not 
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attentively, on the margin of tlisturhcttice. Freud's accouctttts of 
fetishism give us  all the terms for this glirnl)sir~g-glancing scrir~g that 
does 18ot stop to look, ttiat turns  away from the realjty ancl leaves 
behind, off somewhere else. And, of cnursc., fetisl~isn; upas a major 
reference for Paul, but in a ~iumLer of ways: from rnt.11 a s  thc 
'everyday practitiorlers of fetishism' to 'fen~inists fetisl~isirrg won~ecttr' 
(but the question there i s  what i s  it that makes u s  need to see  
women, feminists liking women. talking about ancl finding terms for 
that, a s  fetishism?): and then also a fetishism of feminist theory 
which is seen so  a s  to be not seen, perfectly framed in the academy 
outside of which it has no existence, perfectly understandable, no 
problem 'of understanding p e r  set. W e  go from the glimpse to the 
clearly seen, from lack of attention to s u r e  understanding, but it i s  
the same strategy of not seeing: Derrida glances off the reality, Paul 
constructs i ts  replacement image, his 'feminist theory', and then 
naturally enough fetishism becomes the necessary theoretical term, 
the mode of seeing and understanding. y o ,  a f t e r  all, understands 
more than the fetishist? He understands perfectly, which is  the 
problen~ o r  the normal s ta te  of .-unctioning, depending on how you look 
a t  it: Freud s t resses  that the penis is  'the normal prototype of 
fetishes' and the norm of sexual identity, 'the primacy of the 
phallus'!4, the way we are, men and women, s o  that there i s  no escape 
for and from 'feminists fetishisirtg women'. 

None of this i s  meant t o  be glibly 'holier than thou', certainly not 
than Faul. I t  i s  simply that I think there is  a problem, one of place 
(the fetishist must keep everything in his 'its placet), that i s  quickly 
apparent a s  men, a s  we, approach feminism. I do not want to  say that 
'where am I?' i s  a male question but I do think that men want very 
much to know where they are vis-A-vis feminism, that ft*n~it~ism cart 
quickly be produced by them a s  a matter of their place (and so  of its), 
and a s  a theoretical matter, especially in a context like this, this MLA ' 

session, where we can too easily make feminism an approach, which 
then gives us an approach, a handy object, some thing we can place 
ourselves in relation to, 'feminist theory' a s  topic (exactly, o u r  
tops)--where can I stand? 

The title of this session i s  f i rs t  of all 'Men in Feminism'. To be in 
o r  out, that is the question we readily get ourselves into: gaining, 
obtaining, maintaining, sustaining, r i n g  a place, a ps i t ion,  ours. 
Derrida, though, speaks, writes a discourse of non-place, o r  ra ther  
challenges 'a certain idea of the locus [lieu] ant1 the place [place] and 
I said earlier that he seemed to  warit not to be too clear about 
feminism. But then he turns  out to be very clear, even a s  he refuses  

t o  look attentively, only the fetish glimpse (which i s  why h e  is  s o  
clear): he writes reactively, agairist what he calls "'reactive" 
feminism' which h e  grarits may have a certain historical necessity but 
which must not, obviously, be allowed to occupy the whole terrain, 
back with a vengeance to locus and place-where is  mine going to be? 
Can one not say, In Nietzsche's language, that there i s  a "reactiveu 
feminism, and that a certain historical necessity often pu t s  this form 
of feminism in power in today's organised struggles? Perhaps one 
should not s o  much combat it head on-other interests woulcl be a t  
s take in such a move--as prevent i t s  occupying the entire terrain.' 
"Reactivett feminisn~' sounds like women's movement and struggle, in 
reaction-precisely-against oppression, against the sexual tern's of 
existing social reality. Identifying it a s  such, as  l''reactive" fem- 
inism', i s  the male vision; and from that identification it i s  then seen 
a s  'occupying the entire terrain', o r  about t o  ... dangerously, a threat. 
Perhaps in the realm.of theory I can counter the  danger, a t  least  hang 
on to a place, one a t  least of displacement. hisplacement. hang on in 
my writing over and above and slidingly under the identities, the 
realities 'theyt analyse and seek t o  change on the basis of that 
analysis, their "'reactive" fen~inism'. Thus Derrida. dreaming of, 
feeling the necessity f o r  a 'choreographic text with polysexual 
signatures' (not that this seems to s top him publishing h i s  books with 
the one male name on their covers). 

Paul i s  nowhere near saying any of this bu t  then again in a way 
what he does say can find itself in the end not so distant a f te r  all, 
contcs t a c k  to  ntatters of place and legality and exclusion o r  
inclusion, fittishes in a se r ies  of ironic reversals in which men now 
occupy the dark continent, a r e  the excluded other  (Inten constitute a 
shadowy, unlegislata't,le area  fo r  feminist theory'), the rernair~der a s  
'reminder', the 'irreducible difference' ('they can act a s  reminder to  
feminist theory of the material fact of difference'). Margin to 
r e a c t i o ~ ~ ,  reminder to  feniirlist theory's law...'nieri can lrelp to subvert, 
~ ~ n s e t t l e  and undermine the (seemingly rather fas t  to sett le) laws of 
that discot~rse'...the entire terrain, the fast settlement.... 

All r epresen ta t io~~ ,  we lcnow, i s  transferential. Representativn 
is  at  once arb image given, a11 argument made and a del>ittation 
es ta t l is l~ed,  a cons<ruciion of ohject, me and other. Representation, 
to put it arbother way, includes my position, my desire  awl i ts  
vicissititdes. The problem for  meri, 'men ill  femircttisn~', has  little in my 
opirrioir t o  tlo wit11 fenii~iist theory bu t  much to do  with the 
r t .pre~rr~t :~t iui l  of fen~ictt~isnt for  men. What does woman want? What 
tlorh f e ~ i ~ i r ~ i s n ~  want? Pr r l~aps  I still cannot help asking such 
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questions, the s e c o ~ d  a s  o u r  liew version of the first ,  but i~t-rliaps I 
can also nevertheless t ry  to  break out of their represrntatiotrs, learzl 
to take them back to where feniinisnt tu rns  them, t o  me, fentirtisrn a s  
everyday theory for  me--quite different to nly A1L.A-projec trtl, 
academy-enclosed 'fentittist theory1. So the question then is  not wltat 
does feminism-wonia~i-she want? Or, why am I excluded, losing 
ground, remaindered? Rather, it i s  what is feminism for n ~ e ?  Or, how 
do I change, who am I if I listen and respond to fenlinism, if I 
understand with i t s  understanding? 

This i s  not a theoretical question, nor can it be answered 
theoretically: it i s  a practical-theoretical-political-ethical one (fem- 
inist i ssues  a r e  surely by definition always that). Which is what the 
construction 'fenlinist theory' can quickly mask, easily beconling a 
male representation, a male topic (again in every sense of the word). 
The understanding of feminist theory, quite simply of feminism, is a 
huge problem for  men, fo r  us, because it involves grasping the fact 
that it i s  not another discourse (let alone in a post-structuralist 
array), nor another voice to  be added, an approach to be remembered 
and catered for, but that i t  radically affects and shifts eveqthing 
and that that radical shift i s  not negotiable-the old understanding-in 
such panic terms a s  'occupying the entire terrain1, is  not translatable 
into a problem of 'inclusion~l'exclusion'. It  i s  easy fo r  me to say 
that--an image of self-righteousness is  quick . to form, I know-but 
the point i s  to  live it, including in theory, in writing, teaching and s o  
on. 

This i s  where Paul's imagination of positions seems to me 
difficult, what he envisages men might do ('what a r e  they required to  
do?'). Part of the difficulty i s  to  do  with 'correctness', the problem 
men, we, can have, again of protecting-of self-protecting--position. 
I want to be somewhere securely. Thinking through feminist theory. 
Paul says he feels 'the impossibility of saying anything properly 
correct'. Which i s  in a way odd because he also quotes Alice Jardine 
on the writing of men, his included, a s  'rarely incorrect per  set. But 
then her p i n t  is that correctness i s  not the point: being properly 
correct is  purely theoretical, pure theory; the reality is  different, i s  
unceasing, contradictory, difficult, heterogeneous, impossible, every- 
day. hly problem a s  a man i s  not being properly correct-as Jardine 
suggests, men can be extremely good a t  that, staking out their right 
place--but acktiowledging that my relation to feminism is  not going to 
be some simple recognition (I recognize feminism and ask that it 
niirroringly recognize me), that it must chanee me beyond any ps i t ion  
to fall back on, beyond any forgone security. 

In the passage front which the 'rarely incorrect per  set  came, 
Jardine continued:It i s  almost a s  if they ['these few men, o u r  allies'] 
have learned a new vocabulary perfectly. but have not paid enough 
attention to syntax o r  intonation. 

What I like there is  'intonation'; it reminds me of an essay by 
Dorothy Richardson, 'About Punctuation', in which she remarks that 
'in the slow, attentive reading demanded by unpunctuated texts the 
faculty of hearing has i ts  chance until the text speaks itself's (it 
might be noted, the appropriate coincidence, that both Jardine and 
Richardson value attention, replying to Derridals immediate decision 
'not to leave time...to look attentively'). Intonation and hearing can 
serve a s  terms fo r  the kind of recognition feminism involves: women's 
voices, women's experience, women's facts; not just  an object 
'feminist theory'; not just that representation but,  on the contrary, an 
acuteness of identity-reading, hearing, seeing, learning beyond the 
given, including the feminism men think they know. 

We have to give up the worry of place and non-place to  which we 
a r e  prone, with the fear and the anger and the defensive projections 
and constructions that result. Intonation and hearing, a way of 
saying a different attention; not the deconstructive inattention of 
fixing on the spaces between, not the reaction of such theory. 
Richardson again: 'In telling things, technical terms must be used; 
which never quite appIy'.6 It i s  not that we, men, do not fit fentinist 
theory, a r e  not fitting for it, have to  torment ourselves about that; it 
i s  simply that we have to  give u p  the fit of theory, however 
'chore$raphic', that the technical terms we might find never quite 
apply, however perfectly we can get off a new vocabulary, that our  
relation to  feminism i s  not to  be eased, however much we may cast  it 
into the terms of academy and institution. The hardest thing is that 
feminism is  ordinary, everyday, ancl 'a change of world1. 

But where does that leave us? What should we do? There i s  no 
ready answer (that would be an easing), we just  have to  learn. All I 
can say here and now in the MLA, in this context, is that we should 
probably s ta r t  by trying to  grasp who we a r e  a s  men, asking that 
from feminism ra ther  than wondering what 'they' want from an 
assun~ecl male us. We ncetl to drop the acatlentic masks, to pose at 
every nrontent the sexual determinations of the discourse we develop 
a s  w e  tthach and write, to s top kltowing as  we do, as  we want, a s  we 
inlpose--ant1 could 'nteri in feminism' today be anything but another 
strategy of tlrat, o u r  imposition? 

Stepl~ett Ileatli, J e s u s  College, Cambriclge 
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G d  didn't make mistakes, the newspapers did." (Sutcliffe, the 
Yorksliire Ripper) 

"It i s  not my fault that I cannot eat o r  rest,Ia he replied. ''1 
assure  you it is through no settled design." (Heathcliff, 
Wuthering Heights) 

My paper is  intended to demonstrate the political significance and 
use  of the concept of sexual difference, a term which has  a certain 
currency in recent debates about feminism. My examples a r e  drawn 
from the case of Peter Sutcliffe, the Yorkshire Ripper, who, between 
1975 and 1981, in what i s  called "Bronte countryn in Northern England, 
was the killer and mutilator of a t  least thirteen women (some 
' Iprost i t~tes ,~ '  o thers  not), and the a t tacker  of a t  least seven others 
who survived; who, during this time, was the object of the costliest, 
most extensive and most obsessive man-hunt in police histoiy; and 
whose intentions and nloral culpability were the subject of one of the 
most revealing court tr ials in modern British social history.1 

Sutcliffe would never have been exposed to  the public milieu of a 
juried trial  if the judge at the initial hearings had not expressed his 
clissatisfaction over what he called a econflicts between certain 
statements made ear l ier  by Sutcliffe to  the police, and others  made 
la ter  in the course  of psychiatric investigation. Up to this point, it 
was generally assumed that the defense plea for diminished re- 
sponsibility on Sutcliffeas behalf would be accepted, a plea which drew 
upon the testimony of four  psychiatrists that the defendant was a 
paranoid schizophrenic: that he had mar~ifested four of the eight 
classic sy~nptoms of paranoid schizophrenia; in short, that he was not 
bad, but merely mad. Wiat was this Mconflictn which made the judge 
change his mind? Was it a simple rhetorical tliscrepancy bet ween two 
statenlcnts that occasioned the need for an Old Bailey trial  which 
called into question so many institutional practices: the cavalier 
ethics of the-police n~cthods employed during the investigation; the 
~inbritllcd checkbook journalism of the tabloid press; the prejudicial 
ant1 persecutory imperatives of the legal system; the forensic validity 
of psycliiatric opi~iior~; the more gel~cral validity of a male working- 

~C1~I'J'1CAl4 IIXCHANCI' #18 (Spring, 1985). pp. 15-21] 
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class culture that produced, possessed, and, in some part, protected, 
Sutcliffe during his life of crinie; and lastly, yte various factivrtal 
responses from the feminist ranks, ranging from those who clairn~cl 
that all men were on trial along with Sutcliffe, to those who atlvar~ced 
the arguably more radical claim that it was a socially sa~~ctioned 
systen~ of fixing and legislating categories of sexual difference that 
was on trial? 

The conflicting statements made by Sutcliffe a r e  alarmingly 
simple, and yet they run so  deeply t l~a t  one can hardly s tar t  to do 
them justice in the time available for analysis. At the tinie of his 
arrest,  he expressed a desire to kill all women ("I had the urge to kill 
any woman"). However, the statements produced in court to 
substantiate his schizophrenic condition claimed that he had actetl in 
the service of a divine mission, guided by Cod's 'voice, with the 
specific intent only of killing all prostitutes. This latter mission, to  
kill all prostitutes, was recognized, symptomatically, at  all levels of 
interpretation, from the popular to the professional, a s  a moral 
mission, and therefore less culpable than the asocial desire to kill 
"all women," a desire recognized, perhaps, only in the well-known 
slogans of revolutionary feminists who construct the following 
syllogism: "Some men rape and kill women. All men a r e  potential 
rapist-killers. Therefore all women a r e  potential victims." In point 
of fact, the Sutcliffe affair reveals little we do not already know 
about the respective social and political fallibility of either of these 
points of view (which is to say that under different circumstances, 
one would be tempted to argue that the syllogism of revolutionary 
feminism is just a s  "falsen, indeed, just a s  reactionary, a s  the other, 
puritanical persecution of a specific social class of women, in this 
case, prostitutes). What the Sutcliffe case does reveal is a 
cliscrepancy, or  "conflict11 a s  the judge put it, that cu ts  across these 
points of view, a conflict which, finally, could only be resolved by 
manhandling the entire legal apparatus to the point of inducing a 
sdcial catharsis of national dimensions: a conflict, which, I shall 
argue, ultimately suggests that there i s  no determinate o r  necessary 
relation between the domain of biological categories (all women, all 
men) and the domain of social categories which demofistrate sexual 
difference (prostitutes, r~on-prostitutes). Rather, two different 
realms of necessity come into conflict, and it i s  a man, Sutcliffe - a 
man, moreover, who is in two minds about what it is to te a man -- 
who reveals the dangers of failing to distinguish between the natural 
and the sexual. 

Firstly, it should be borne in mind how rigorously the distirlction 

between "all women" and "all prostitutes" i s  reproduced at all the 
sigriificant levels of social reaction to  Sutcliffe. It i s  not until the 
first  non-prostitute is killed (his fifth victim) that the police 
investigation assumes an identity of i ts  own. A statement announces 
that "an innocent young woman has been slaughtered. The next Ripper 
victim could be anyone's wife, daughter, o r  girlfriend." A national 
media scare activates public opinion for the first time: "All women 
are  now at risk." It is then and only then that the fentinists of 
Northern England a r e  mobilized, and the tradition of "Reclaim the 
Night" protest marches is begun. The same marks of difference a re  
observed during the trial, when repeated references a r e  made to the 
~hlemishedM o r  lldisreputablell victims, as  opposed to the llinnocent" 
victims, implying, of course, that the former deserved to die, while 
the "innoceiit" did not. 

Perhaps this i s  hardly surprising in a legal system which obliges 
i ts  officers to re fe r  to particular women as  "common prostitutes" as  
a matter of course during court proceedings: here, the legal term, 
ncommon,lt primarily denotes ouniversaltl availability (as opposed to a 
"properH individual, the property of one individual, albeit always a 
man). It must be pointed out, however, that the law does not operate 
systematically under any criterion that recognizes the universality of 
a particular category of women. In other words, the same person 
can be judged a "common prostituten for certain social purposes and 
under certain legal circumstances, a "woman" in others, and a non- 
sexually specific Hindividuals o r  lssubjectil in still others. (Indeed, it is 
precisely because the law does not operate universally upon female 
subjects that it cannot, and never will, recognize, let alone entertain, 
claims made on behalf of *all women"). Nonetheless, even though the 
law, potentially and theoretically, recognizes the difference of each 
individtlal, the particular social purpose of Sutcliffe's trial is 
actually to  re-instate the difference between two categories of 
women, to re-define a difference that Sutcliffe i s  perceived to have 
recognizecl in intent, but to  have confused in deed and action. 
Sutcliffe is thus, in a sense, llpunishedtl for  confusing theory and 
practice, for failing to observe the universal distinctions that gbvern 
such categories. 

Prostitutes, a s  a category, af ter  all, are  assumetl to be 
~tnivrrsally recognizable. Not only a r e  they themselves suppsecl to 
exhil~it .I visible difference, hut an entire social history has been 
excll~sively clevoted to various attempts to essentialize o r  ~laturalize 
their diliercwce, eve11 to the exte~it of calling upon nledic;~l otblriion to 
grou~icl this tlifferencc in plrysiological evitlcr1ce.2 Of course, the 
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domit,ant pl i t ical  aim of this history lias beer* to sanction up!rrbi--class 
male vice while reprcssillg shows of fen~inirt~ sexuality, but tltat is 
hardly a "fact" that i s  available to  popular consciousness. Orr the 
contrary, what passes into popular cor~sciousness is the cor~cept of a 
difference that is essential o r  ur~iversal (prostitutes anrl all other 
wome~~), and it i s  that concept of universality which speaks tllrough 
Sutcliffe's actions. In effect, his moral mission is to elinlitlate a 
social category of women as if i t  were a natural category. He 
therefore kills according to this conceptual universality, and his 
mission, incredibly enough, i s  recognized a s  a "natural" one for a 
respectable man to pursue: notwithstanding the fact that this 
category of women has no "natural" constituents (the additional 
irony is that many of his prostitute victims were not Nfull-time" 
progtitutes, but rather women who temporarily turned to pros- 
titution in order to stabilize a fluctuating family income). Further- 
more, Sutcliffe does not kill in the name of "all men," he kills in the 
name of all men and most women, that is,, all women, except for 
prostitutes. Indeed, the particular configurations of his own psychic 
history as  revealed a t  the trial, would suggest that he killed for. o r  
in the name of, only certain women: his wife and his mother. In 
effect, what emerges from Sutcliffe's case is much too much complex 
to be reduced to essentialist claims about the s tatus  of "all women." 
On the contrary, the lesson of Sutcliffe, and others like him, calls for  
a full-going cultural critique of tfie codes of necessity that depend 
upon those very concepts of universality tltat support statements 
about '$all womenn and "all menu, for  such statemetlts belong to the 
very conceptual apparatus that makes Sutcliffes into killers. 

But what of Sutcliffe himself a s  a man? And what is his God? 
Firstly, his legal culpability rests,  finally, upon a logical problem 
worthy of scholastic wrangling. God could indeed have entrusted him 
with the mission of killing "all prostitutes," but God could not have 
inveighed against "all women." God, a f te r  all, i s  not responsible for 
sexual difference (indeed, there is a long history of "divine 
intervention" against evidence of sexual difference). God is, how- 
ever, responsible for sexual o r  biological' division (the creation of 
anatomical men and women), and so he could not want to undo his ow11 
work by destroying all women. In view of Sutcliffe's fatal "dis- 
crepancy" in this matter, and in view of the fact that his plea for 
dinlirlished responsibility (i.e. divine guidance) is clismissed, we could 
say that it was in fact God's plausibility that was upheld by the 
verdict. For Sutcliffe, however, whose social venom issues from a 
different realm of necessity, it i s  God's fallibility that i s  at stake. 

For Sutcliffe, every woman he kills must be a prostitute -- "God didn't 
make mistakes, the newspapers did" when they reported that he had 
murdered an Uinnocent" woman. And when asked in court whether 
this vengeful God did not invalidate the miraculous God of his Catholic 
childhood, he replied, perhaps tongue-in-cheek, perhaps not, that it 
seemed similar to the "contradiction between the Old Testament and 
the ~ew."3  

The man who said this was not the bachelor, loner, outcast, 
underprivileged wretch, o r  psychopath for which the police had been 
searching for  over five years. The Ripper turned out to  be a good- 
looking man, soft-spoken and courteous, intelligent, with a loving 
family background, a religious education, a good job, a nice house, a 
pretty wife, and even a mistress -- in short, the perfect, virile man, 
socially. sexually, and emotionally well-integrated. Born and bred in 
the shadow of steel mills and smokestacks, his drive towards 
bourgeois respectability had also put him in the thralldom of certain 
moral imperatives -- hence his social mission of cleaning the s t reets ,  
working for  society and not against it. As an exterminating angel, a 
guardian of the respectable social order, he is more lrefficientll than 
the police, o r  at least he represents policing better than the police 
do, which, of course, is why they fail to recognize, let alone 
apprehend, him for so  long, despite having interviewed him nine times 
in the course of their investigations. Sutcliffe kills accorclir~g to, 
and not in contravention of, the logic of a system sustained by i ts  
~categorica1"iimperatives in matters of nloral and sexual difference. 
But clearly not all men a r e  "possessed" by these codes of necessity to 
the point of committing such base crimes. What, then, i s  particular 
rather than universal about Sutcliffe? 

Two very brief incidents must suffice. Sutcliffe's f i rs t  en- 
counter with a prostitute i s  a shambles. She moclcs him for  his show 
of sexual impotency, pockets the money he has given her, ancl sends 
him away witllout "recompense." Someltow it i s  Sutcliffe, o r  rather 
his lack, which is forced to occupy the feminine position a s  an object 
of exchange. Thus feminized, he acts to redress the balance, for  his 
subsequent killings all reclaim a woman's body a s  compensation for 
this personal debt that he has incurred in the sexual economy. Only 
the body is involved in this exchange, there is no sex (which is not to 
say, however, that these a r e  not sexual murders). So too i s  he 
femirtizec! when he i s  bwr~rtrated by Gal's voice, issuir~g from a 
yraves to~~e  on a hi11.4 It is a s  much a social voice, herating him for 
his private lack of put>lic virility. To respoilt1 to  this charge, and to 
1-eaffirrri Iris ntasculir~ity, he must act and kill in the name of that 
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voice, a voice which a r t i c t~ la tes  what "all men" a r e  supyasetl to have 
in the way of socialized masculinity. 

There a r e  more details and other examples, but i t  i s  time to make 
my concluding point. I t  i s  important to  recogni7.e that t l ~ e r e  is no 
more of a determinate relation between the physical level of 
Sutcliffe's "impotencyw and his criminal Lehaviour than there i s  
between the social imperative of virility (which speaks to  llim from 
billboards and gravestones alike), and his motivation to  kill: in fact, 
that there i s  no determinate relation a t  all between the l lnati~rall l  (or 
I1sexualn) and the l'social.'l On the contrary, what I have suggestad i s  
that Sutcliffe's case reveals a gap, discrepancy, o r  conflict between 
the natural and the social, a discrepancy which i s  socially intolerable 
because it demonstrates configurations of sexual difference that a r e  
not anatomically supported. A s  I have argued. this i s  something the 
law does actually recognize, and quite literally, since i t  i s  the judge's 
perception of this difference that c rea tes  the need for  a trial in the 
f i rs t  place. In the course  of recognizing Sutcliffe's sattity, however, 
while condemning the ''sanity" of his crintes, the law resolves the 
point of "conflict" i t  has  isolated, ancl thereby re-affirms a logic of 
universals that holds sway in the realm of social action that produces 
the likes of Sutcliffe. In pointing this out, my intention i s  not in the 
least to  absolve Sutcliffe of any share  of his repugnant acts.  
Rather, it i s  t o  reveal the incriminating silence of an entire social 
logic bound over t o  the necessity of predicating men and women a s  
fixed sexual categories. 

Andrew Ross 
University of Illinois 

NOTES 

1bly paper generally draws upon media accounts of Strtcliffe's 
trial, journalists' discussions of his personal history, and Nicole Ward 
Jouve's remarkable reflections on the whole case, published by 
Editions de  Femmes, under the title, Un Homme Nomm6 Zapolski 
(Paris, 1983). 

2~ fascinating account of one particular episode in their history 
can he found in Judith Walkowitz, Prostitution and Victorian Society: 
Women, Class and State (Cambridge U.P., 1980), which examines the 
attempted s ta te  regulation of prost i tu tes  under the Contagious 
Diseases Acts of 1864, 1866, and 1869, in Britain, and the ensuing 

alliance of prost i tu tes  and feminists against the medical anti police 
authorities. In the course  of the legal, social and political upheaval 
titat sprang up  around the crusade on both sides, the difficulty of 
defining what it was t o  be a prost i tu te  became a crucial factor. The 
Bideofogical" pathology of medical opinion was frequently called upon 
t o  supf'ort the s t a t e  case; presented with the argument tlmt "all 
women," prost i tu tes  and non-prostitutes alike, could both contract 
and communicate gonorrhea, "Inspector Slogget and Dr. Moore of the 
Royal Albert disagreed. They vehemently denied that tlte two 
categories of women could be medically confused. Instead, they 
argued that "in a prost i tu te  there i s  a [purulent] discharge from the 
u t e r u s  which is never o r  seldom present in a virtuous woman...'' (p. 
228). However, the polemical insistence on the case  fo r  I'all women1' 
generated equally undesirable consequences: "The vaginal discharge 
of virtuous women could also generate fdisease' in men, thereby 
contradicting the ideological association of disease and sinful habits. 
This virtuous source  of infection also challenged the sexual-moral 
code that rigidly segregated 'puref women from the 'inlpure.' By 
designating all women a s  potential pollutants of men and reservoirs  of 
infection, i t  evoked instead a more general hostility and dread of 
females and female 'nature1'' (p. 56). 

3Quoted by David Yallop in Deliver Us From Evil (New York: 
Coward, McCann & Geoghegan, 1982), a book written by a mttcki-aking 
dramatist-cum-journalist which, although it unremittingly accuses  
the South Yorkshire police of gross  incompetence ancl criminal 
negligence, otherwise assumes the staple generic form of a follow-in- 
the-footsteps-of-the-Ripper narrative. 

4Jotive's virtuoso discussion of the cemetery 18revelatiolP r e s t s  
upon art analysis of the operative S/Z distirtctiorr in the names 
SutcliffefZapolski (Zapolski is the name on the tombstorle), an 
analysis which extends into h e r  interpretation of other linguistic 
details of Sulcliffe's case history. Indeed, in view of the abject 
failure of psychiatric opinion under the p ressure  of cour t  circum- 
stances, h e r  interpretation might stand a s  cogent alternative 
testimony t o  the nature  of Su tcliffe's "schizophrenia." See in 
~ ~ a r t i c u l a r ,  the chapter "S/Z: le cimetibre s u r  la collirle," pp. 103-121. 



MEN IN FEMINISM: 
ODOR DI UOMO OR COMPAGNONS DE ROUTE 1 

ALICE JARDINE 

The general title of these two sessions, Wen in Feminism," sent 
me scurrying for cover-in fact, between the covers of several 
dictionaries, our  concrete records of patriarchal meaning. 'IMen" I 
didn't really need to  look up in the clear-cut context of these two 
panels. "In1' still hangs in the a i r  a s  quite mysterious to me, if a bit 
less so since this morning's discussion: (why not men a s  feminists? 
for  example). And then, looking up the word Nfeminismw led nie to 
reflect on the very s t ruc ture  of this encounter: two sessions 
organized by a man, with women once again responding, reacting-as 
always, in the negative position, inevitably interjecting: "That's not 
quite itu--or IiYou1re not there yet." What if the men had responded 
to  the women? But it's even more complicated, f o r  while looking at  
my dictionaries, I suddenly realized that we have here: three men who 
a r e  British and four women - in - French. Hmmmm, I thought. 

Now, "feniinism8' is a 19th century word: The French Littrc! 
indicates that in 1892, the word @feminismn was used to re fe r  to a man 
exhibiting feminine characteristics. More precisely, it states: "fem- 
inism"--a break in the development of a man which gives him certain 
feminine attributes. And, unbelievably, the 1980 edition of the Tresor  
de la langue f r a n ~ a i s e  gives: wFentit~ist: a man who is  attracted to 
women"! Hmmm, I thought again. And s o  what, a t  the other pole, 
does the Oxford English Dictionary say? Very different. No men- 
tion of men, simply: (1846) wFeminism: the state of being femininew o r  
"a woman's locutionw...We a re  clearly dealing here with two different 
traditions, the French and the English. And since I have tried to deal 
with the French one elsewhere (in my book Gynesis), he re  I will 
concentrate solely on the Anglo-American context. Feminism: no 
mention of men; a woman's locution. 

Anglo-American academic male crit ics do seem to be very into 
feminism these days. Younger ... older...gay ... straight men. What is  
striking is that most of these Anglo-American men tend only to speak 
of "women" o r  llfeminism" in order  to speak about "something elset1-- 
some "larger issueM-and then " ~ o m e n ~ ~ - a r e  either reduced to bodily 
parts, abstract wholes (wh), o r  a r e  spoken only in relation to other 
men. Elaine Showalter's perceptive and indeed very funny article, 
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"CriticalCross-Dressing" provides u s  with a c a s t  of ctraracters 
where this i s  especially so: for  example, Wayrie Booth empttasized 
bodily p a r t s  in o r d e r  t o  talk about "larger questions" of In- 
terpretation, Bakhtin, and Rabelais. Neil Hertz, t o  talk about the 
iconics of revolution and war. Robert  Scholes meditates on the 
clitoris t o  talk about Semiotics; Jonathan Culler, taking the more 
abs t rac t  route, needs "woman" t o  talk about deconstruction and 1 
Ter ry  Eagleton needs women t o  talk about Marxist theory. There a r e  
some French Pre-Texts here, but these  remain very  Anglo-American 1 
texts. ' 

But then, it seems qui te  mean of me t o  single out  ancl categorize 
in this way. Should we not be talking h e r e  r a the r  about new 
cliscursive formations in the Foucaultian sense  - formations 
producing very different feminist e f fec ts?  Discursive formations 
which we will not t r y  t o  in terpre t  (what do  they really mean?) but. 
rather,  whose functions we must t r y  t o  interpolate with regard t o  
power, institutions, and the disciplines - here tofore  of MAN? 

Roughly - and everything I say  he re  will be rough, very 
pragn~atic - roughly, I think there  a r e  t h ~ e e  groups  of male c r i t i c s  
in the academy today: 

1) First, the Silent Majority: those who neither read nor t ake  
into account the enormous body of work produced by fen~inist  
intellectuals over the past  twenty years.  Some of them a r e  o u r  
most eminent and supposedly radical cri t ics.  I won't mention any 
names... 

2) Then the re  a r e  those who plug in and o u t  of feminism without 
changing anything in the overall i t inerary  of the i r  theory o r  practice. 
Three discursive s t ra tegies  a r e  part icularly evident here: what I call 
"authoritative" writing on women from guys  who already have 
authority; men who express  sympathy towards feminism and then t u r n  
around and pan women's books in the NYRB and elsewhere; those who 
bperate one of the oldest male seductive s t r a t eg ie s  around: Divide 
and Conquer. To women they say: I l ike your  work, but not hers:  or: 
Feminists theorists  a r e  smar t e r  than women's s tudies  advocates; or:  
Only feminists outside of the  academy a r e  really radical. 

3) But then there  is a third group--there a r e  those men who a r e  
really trying, really reading and changing. And they a r e  the oncs 
I'm addressing today. Our  allies-the three men on this  mo~ning's  
panel, for  example. 

Bacchereto, Italy 
12 August, 1984 

My d e a r  Rosi, 

I have jus t  finished reading Paul Smith's paper, "A Question of 
Feminine Identity ...It 

What s t r i k e s  me most generally is  how complex the question of 
untangling the enunciation from the u t terance  becomes when it is  a 
question of o u r  male allies-the men who have taken the time and 
energy t o  read much of the corpus  informing o u r  own work. A 
question of untangling the dancer from the dance? Something like 
that. What a r e  the  mechanisms, linguistic and otherwise, whereby 
these men a r e  able t o  evacuate questions of their sexuality, their 
subjectivity, the i r  relationship to  language from thei r  sympathetic 
texts  on "feminism," on "woma~i ,~~  on "feminine identity"? 

Most difficult of all i s  that these few men, o u r  allies, have 
learned their  lessons well. The ac tual  "content" of the i r  writing is  
rare ly  incorrect  p e r  se. I t  i s  almost a s  if they have learnec! a new 
vocabulary perfectly, but  have: not paid enough attention to  syntax o r  
intonation, When they wri te  of us--always of us--their bodies would 
seem t o  know nothing of the  new language they've learned... 

Dearest  Alice, 

1 hesitate.  
The paper you sent  me bea r s  witness to  the  historical  

significance of t he  emergence of wonten a s  speaking, writing, desiring 
subjects. As a @sign of t he  times" I enjoyed it very much; I mean- 
here's a n  aware, sensitive, concerned, intelligent man addressing one 
of the k e y  feminist questions: feniinir~e identity! In the midst of the 
ideological backlash of the 1980ts, should we not be gra tefu l  t o  have 
such  political and intellectual allies? Yet I hesitate... 

What I've jus t  shared with you a r e  shor t  excerpts from l e t t e r s  
between myself and Rosi Braiclotti--an English-speaking feminist 
theorist  working in Paris--letters in response to a par t icular  paper 
by Par11 Smith. But a s  Paul Sntith pointed o u t  this morning, while 
addresserl to  a pa r t i cu la r  context, the i s sues  raised in this exchange 
a r e  of general concern nonetheless. 

What a r e  some of these more general concerris from a feniinist 
r m i ~ ~ t  of vicw? 

(1) A s  formulated by the Scnlir~ar on Fe~n i l~ i s t  Literary Theory at 



ilarvard, the f i r s t  i s sue  might Ix articttlatecl by the i l t res t io~~,  t%7iy 
Now?" \\'hat i s  this " B a ~ t d ~ a g o n  Effect" whercl~y, in the acaclemy, men 
a r e  jumping on the fentinist theoiy battclwagot~ a t  a tinit whe~t it i s  
experiencing a cer ta in  success  in Ctte acaclemy and--~~ractoxically-at 
a time when the la rger  political context in which we a r e  living ge t s  
more reactionary fo r  women and o the r s  every day? A political 
context which is, among other  things, devalorizing the work all of u s  
in this room do in a technocratic c u l t u r e ?  

(2) I s  what we a r e  witnessing the appropriation of a struggle,  
with men telling u s  how to  be 'Imore sophisticatedt1 ancl warning u s  not 
to fall into theoretically "regressive" iraps? From my point of view, 
this is  sometimes awfully close to  the imperialist g e s t u r e  of telling 
the Ttiird World t o  s top  worrying about their  agr icul ture  and make 
computer chips-even though their  people a r e  starving ... 

Or maybe not, maybe it's not about appropriation a t  all. Maybe- 
a s  Samuel Beckett p u t s  it--it's jus t  the fault  of the pronouns: 
shethe/  u s /  them. The inevitable s t ruggle  over d iscurs ive  and polit- 
ical te r r i tor ies  that  has  always su r faced  historically f o r  radical 
movements: can blacks t r u s t  whites: Can Third-World women t r u s t  
bourgeois feminists. Can women t r u s t  men? 

(3) What i s  i t  about these  men's texts  that  i r r i t a t e  s o  many 
feminists: I s  it that we a r e  being legalistic and exclusive a s  Paul 
Smith suggested this  ntorning? Or i s  it maybe that  what f o r  many of 
its has been, above all, a private s t ruggle  has  only very recently 
gone public, and we feel threatened by men's r a the r  easy  trans- 
formation of o u r  private s t ruggles  into public exchange? Maybe. 
But perhaps we a r e  also i r r i ta ted  by the prescription a ~ l d  reduction 
of con~plexity that h a s  s o  f a r  governed s o  much of men's interventions 
into feminism... 

Alice: "Rosi, How long before it becomes no longer a question but  
an answer,  a prescription about lrow women should go a b u t  what 
they'rr. doing, saying and writing ... There i s  then a kind of 
strean~lining of feminism--a suppression of the diversi ty ancl dis- 
agreemerit within the movement itself...I1 Kosi: "yes, in o u r  work 
we've all tried to come to  te rms with the complexity of these  issues... 
don't you thir~lr we could a s k  o u r  male allies to  respect  this 
complc.>.ity ant1 try to  cope with it t h e m ~ e l v e s ? ~ ~  

Or maybe what i r r i t a t e s  u s  i s  simply the a-historicism of much of 
men's \\ark on fenlinism. A s  Rosi again pu t s  it: "it's ea s i e r  for  arty 
man tcb forget the historical fac t  that i s  the oppression of women: it's 
one of their favorite bliirtl spots.If 

Finally, in thinking about this irr i tat ion with men's intrrventior~s 

into fen~irtisnt t h u s  far ,  we could ge t  more micro-political: a r e  we not 
i r r i ta ted  simply by the i r  professorial  when not professional tone s o  
often sandwiched between sha rp  criticlues of one woman wr i t e r  a f t e r  
another? By the i r  tendency to  descend into pathos and apology a s  
soon a s  they're threatened?-a definite Odor di Uomo.... By their  
general d iscurs ive  s t r a t eg ie s  which indicate that they've heard o u r  
demands but haven't adequately read o u r  work?  

Rosi: "It just  goes to  prove, Alice, that  o u r  s t ruggles  a r e  f a r  
frotn being over-in fact ,  they a r e  just  beginning f o r  real..." 

Struggle. The inscription of struggle. When the members of the 
same feminist theory g roup  mentioned above tr ied t o  ar t icula te  hour 
we can recognize a feminist text--whether a r i t t e n  by a man o r  a 
woman-it was th is  that  was found t o  be necessary. The inscription 
of struggle--even of pa in... 

Why then would men want to  be in feminism if it 's about s t ruggle?  
What do  men want to  be in-in pain? 

The three  papers  we heard  this  morning vary  in the i r  inscriptive 
response to  this question. All were in their  own way important ant1 
all dese rve  o u r  close attention. Andrew Ross's paper, "Demon- 
s t ra t ing  Sexual Difference," focused on how the conflation of natural  
and sociosexual categories i s  actually what leads t o  phenomena like 
the Yorkshire Ripper in England. His point i s  well-taken: biological 
ca tegor ies  do  not equal social ones. Feminists have been saying 
nothing e l se  f o r  years.  But this now r a t h e r  familiar argument 
against "essentialism" does  not go  fur ther :  f o r  example, i t  cannot 
work with and through what I find t o  be one  of the most thought- 
provoking s ta tements  of recent  da t e  by a fentinist theorist: Gayatri 
Spivak's suggestion that  women today may have t o  take  "the risk of 
essencen in o r d e r  t o  think really differently. I'm afraid that  the 
signs of struggle,  suffering, and pain in Ross's and the Ripper's 
"demo~~st ra t ion"  a r e  elsewhere-they're buried, l i teral ly and in 
history. 

Paul Smith's paper s t r i k e s  me a s  more helpful. There i s  a 
s t ruggle  there-and it i s  signalled by his questions.  There  a re  
s ta tements  I personally have a lot of trouble with, some of which 
were d iscussed th is  morning: for  example, tha t  "women's s tudies  has 
by now been qu i t e  fully integrated into the academy." l'd like to 
know where this i s  so-ill a time of massive budget c u t s ,  marginal- 
ization and ideological pa ts  on the head. Nor d o  I think that "feminist 
theory doesn't exist  outside of the academy," nor  that  it i s  
"inseparable from the 'theory' that has muscled i t s  way into the 
humanities over the last. say. 20 years." But disagreements about 
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these statements aside, Smith's ques t ions  a r e  genuine enough. For 
example, Smith sugges ts  that  men can understand feminism-that the 
problem lies elsewhere: "if fen~inist  theory i s  really claiming that  a 
man speaking o r  writing on feminism cannot o r  simply does  not 
include h is  body, I'd want t o  a s k  what a r e  the  signs tha t  a r e  missing? 
What would a male writing h is  imaginary actually produce?" 

Smith's questions a r e  important, indeed central .  I t  i s  troubling, 
therefore, when he  goes on t o  block the kind of work he'd have t o  do 
to begin to address  them. He finally assumes  that  men who thought 
through their  bodies would only be able t o  do  what they did before  
feminist theory. Smith therefore  posits  men's function in feminism 
only a s  "a reminder t o  feminist theory of the material fact  of 
difference, the real  consequence of which i s  feminism's material." 
hbile I found this an intriguing s t ra tegy,  i t  i s  also a familiar one. 
Reminding us,  judging, scolding u s  by the i r  presence. End of 
Struggle. Odor di  Uomo. 

I must admit that  1 found Stephen Heath's paper (the one 
circulated to  u s  a few weeks ago a s '  well a s  h i s  r emarks  this 
morning) the most inscriptive of struggle-a s t ruggle  with the 
"impossible relationship of men t o  feniinism." I stopped a t  length 
over his insights and questions: "1s it possible t o  wonder whether 
there i s  not-in male feminism, a l ~ a ~ s - ~ o t e n t i a l l ~  a pornographic 
effect? Do I wr i te  from des i r e l f ea r ,  t o  s ay  simply in the las t  
analysis 'love me'? But what can I say  from day t o  day, teaching, 
talking, just generally around?" Heath wants men t o  learn  from 
feminisnt, to t r y  t o  be a s  feminist a s  possible. He, too, a rgues  
against essentialism, and against male wr i t e r s  who would not leave u s  
o u r  space, while worrying about t he i r  place. But two  reflections 
near the end of Heath's original paper (one of which he  re- 
articulated this morning) seem self-defeating: f i r s t ,  he doubts tliat 
men could tell the t r u t h  about the i r  bodies; anti second, h e  valorizes 
"admirationit by men of feminist theory ... He recognizes the problems 
with that stance, but  poses "admiration" nonetheless a s  an ad-hoc 
posture for feminist men... 

Feminist men. Male feminism. I s  this but an exercise in 
oxymorons? o r  perhaps a promising utopian vision? I think that that 
depends on what men want. What do  men want? Assuming, a t  the 
very least, that they want to  be in fen~inism... 

And what do  feminists want? If you will forgive me nry 
directness. we do not want you to  mimic us,  to  become the same a s  
us; we don't want your  pathos o r  your  guilt; and we don't even want 
your admiration (even i f  i t 's nice t o  get it once in a while). Wliat we 

want, i.e. what we tleecl, i s  your  work. We need you t o  get down to 
ser ious  work. And l ike al l  s e r ious  work, tha t  involves s t ruggle  and 
pain. A s  guide t o  that  work, I woulcl like to remind you of a sentence 
by H616ne Cixous-a sent*-rrce which, to my krrowledge, has  not been 
taken ser ious ly  b y  o u r  allies a t  all: "Men still have everything to  say 
about the i r  own sexuality." You still have everything t o  s a y  about 
your  sexuality: that 's  a challenge, if i t  helps you to  think of it that 
way. And, in closing, since none of the t h r e e  men's papers  today 
addressed that question, and, indeed, posited it a s  unanswerable, I'd 
like t o  o f f e r  a sho r t  and pragmatic agenda f o r  beginning this  vast 
work which has ye t  to  begin. 

First ,  some general  suggestions. I think' that you-our male 
allies-should i s s u e  a ntoratorium on talking about ferninismlwo- 
mer~/femininity/female sexualitylfeminine identityletc. I t  i s  much 
eas ier  t o  speak about women than t o  speak a s  a body-coded male--to 
imagine a new Man. And secondly, I do-not ag ree  with Smith o r  Heath 
tliat to  work through your  male sexuality would only reproduce 
what's come before, reproduce the phallocentric imaginary. Not if 
you've really read and lived feminist work, which I think some of you 
have. Also, let  me addres s  Heath's question directly and, again, very 
pragmatically: what can you do a s  teachers,  writers,  and-critics- 
everyday, jus t  generally around? Well: 

(If Echoing Heath, you can s top  being sophisticated in theory and 
politically naive in practice-for example, you can help s top  the killing 
of women's books in reviews...Or s top  your  colleagues;-when not 
yourself--from leaving them out,  o r  simply dismissing them. 

(2) You could read  women's writing--write on i t  and teach i t .  (By 
the way, a t  the r i s k  of sounding l ike I'm granting Heath an  honorary 
degree in feminist criticism, on of the few s u c h  ef for ts  I have read 
with in teres t  and g rea t  p leasure  i s  Stephen Heath's "Dorothy 
Richardson and the  Novel.") 

(3) You could sponsor women s tudents  (as  long a s  we're going to 
remain in the institution). 

(4) You could recognize your  debts  to  fenlinism in writing. 
(5) While doing so, you could watch out  f o r  the "shoulds" and 

"should-nots" and especially s top  being s o  reductive. Please don't 
make a mythology-in the Barthesian sense--out of feniinism. 

(6) You coulcl c r i t ique  your  male colleagues on the i s sue  of 
feminism--although I warn you that this is  likely to make you very 
unpopular. 

(7) And the most important, you yourselves could s top  being 
r e a c t i v e  to  feminism and s t a r t  being active ferninists-your citltural 
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positionality a s  men allows you to! 
And what about in the realm of theory? Here the list i s  endless. 

You have a t  least 20 years of feminist theory to  take seriously. For 
example, at  the most general level, you could take on-as men af ter  
feminism-some of the symbolic fields most addressed by fen~inist 
theory: for  example, from cinematic theory, the symbolic hegemony of 
vision as  organizing metaphor of patriarchal history; o r  men's 
relationship to technology, weapons, and war. Or Sports-what is 
going on in the male psyche with these bats and balls and nets? 

In the deeper realm of psychoanalytic inquiry, ...y ou have not 
even begun to think about your mothers. Nor have you rewritten 
your relationship to your fathers. For example, how would a male 
critic af ter  feminism rewrite Harold Bloom's Anxiety of Influence? 

\'hat else? Well, there's men's relationship af ter  feminism, to 
death, scopophilia, fetishism (we've had a beginning today), the penis 
and balls, erection, ejaculation (not to  mention the phallus), madness, 
paranoia, homosexuality, blood, tactile pleasure, pleasure in general, 
desire, (but, please, not with an anonymously universal capital Dl, 
voyeurism, etc. Now this would be talking your body, not talking 
about it. It is not essentialism; it is not metaphysics, and it is 
notlwould not be representation. As Luce Irigaray put it, "The 
bodily in man is what metaphysics has never touched..." 

011 a more literary note, do theories of narrative s t ructure in 
the male realm always have to be modeled upon traditional male 
desire: beginning, middle, end? Can you think through the hetero- 
geneity of the subject without putting the burden of the demised 
universal subject onto the female? And most important, when you're 
reading men's books, whether new o r  old, a r e  you up to taking 
Nietzsche seriously?: 

" \ha t  has the Man not been able to talk about? 

What is the Man hiding? 

In what respect i s  the Man mistaken?'' 

You see, you have all of your work before you, not behind you. 
We, as feminists, need your work. We don't need your Odor di Uo~no. 
We need you as traveling compagnons into the 21st centuiy ... 
Alice Jardine 
Harvard Ur~iversity 

"TIGHTROPE" AND MEN IN FEMINISM 

JUDITH MAYNE 

In this morning's discussion, theory merged with feminism so as 
to suggest that if there is a relationship between men and feminism, it 
is across  and through theory. The focus on theory is not par- 
ticularly noteworthy in and of itself, particularly since con- 
siderations of theory tend to characterize virtually every con- 
temporary discussion of criticism and ideology. I am surprised, 
however, that another term, equally in evidence at the contemporary 
critical juncture, has been cot-tspicuously absent in the discbssio;~ 
thus far. That term is narrative. I note the absence in part because 
the way in which I will respond to the papers from this morning's 
panel is through a single narrative which deals, somewhat obliquely 
but nonetheless instructively, with "men in feminism." But I also 
want to  suggest that theory has been posed thus far a s  a reiteration 
of familiar and somewhat tiresome oppositions. Narrative offers not 
so much an alternative to  theory, but rather a more productive way 
of engaging with a field of oppositions. 

In Tightrope, Clint Eastwood portrays a policeman, Wes Block, 
who is investigating a series of murders of women, all of them sex- 
related. Tightrope i s  a film obsessed with division, with separation, 
with the tension of opposition, most graphically portrayed in the 
spatial opposition between the Tenderloin district of New Orleans 
where many of the murders occur, and the suburban neighborhood 
where Block lives with his two daughters. The film is equally 
obsessed with sexual difference, and with the difference between two 
kinds of women, o r  more precisely, two kinds of females-sexual 
partners and daughters. Wes Block walks a tightrope in that the 
separation of the two worlds i s  fragile, and the narrative of 
Tightrope is the threshold space between the two realms. For the 
killer sought by Block is not out to get all women, or  even all 
prostitutes (in any case, the film is unsure what the difference is), 
The killer is out to  get Wes Block. He knows Block's fears  and 
desires better than Block himself. Block's investigations lead him to 
sexual liaisons with several prostitutes, where a fancy for bondage it1 

handcuffs becomes particularly evident. The murderer is an omni- 
present voyeur, and each woman with whom Block makes contact 
becomes a victin~ of the killer. Block's double eventually trans- 
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gresses the boundary line separating the two worlds of th4 film, 
penetrating the suburban house and assaulting Block's older daugh- 
ter. Block's pursuit of the killer is an encounter with his own 
repressed-and some not-so-repressed-desires, until the final, 
inevitable showdown between the t\ko n~en when the murderer is 
killed. 

What makes Tightrope, if not an exceptional film, then at least an 
interesting one, is that this is a Clint Eastwood film "with a 
clifference." Tightrope i s  a confessional film, and to which a formula 
evoked in some discussions of pornography is particularly ap- 
propriate: Tightrope is the theory, Dirty Harry the practice. And 
even though Tightrope i s  not explicitly about pornography, but rather 
about the network of relationships of which pornography is one 
expression, and even though Clint Eastwood is hardly one of the 
"legions of feminist men," the film addresses more convincingly than 
many other texts the question raised by B. Ruby Rich: Itif the legions 
of feminist men want to do something useful they could undertake the 
analysis that can.tell u s  why men like porn ..." 

A s  a self-reflexive Clint Eastwood film, Tightrope ponders 
questions and connections that might be unspeakable in another kind 
of film-between pleasure and danger, between heterosexual and 
homosexual desire, between paternal affection and incest, between 
sexuality and violence. ~ o r e ~ p r e c i s e l ~ ,  Tightrope problematizes the 
connections. The problematizing takes on a particularly interesting 
narrative configuration. For the obligatory romance transpires with 
a woman (portrayed by Genevieve Bujold) who a s  director of a rape 
crisis center i s  concerned about the s tatus  of the investigations, and 
concerned in the name of "all women." It's worth pointing out here 
how unusual this designation of a female lead is in the contemporary 
Hollywood cinema. If feniinism has been mainstreamed into Holly- 
wood, it is usually in terms of female heroi'sm, o r  the conflict 
tetween love and career, ancl rarely in terms of a discourse that can 
be even remotely described as  feminist. I mention this not in order 
to praise Tightrope as  a progressive fi lm, but to ask what is servecl, 
within the narrative logic of this f i lm,  by such a naming of feminism. 

Tightrope is a love story of sorts! o r  more precisely, a 
heterosexual romance, between a man and a woman for whom desire 
leads, in however different ways, to connections t~etween sexuality 
and violence. What Eastwood does in practice, Bujold ponders in 
theory. The connection between sexualily and violence is for Wcs 
Block a syniptom of the split 11etween the two worlds of the film aritl 
i t  is the furlction of the Bujold cliaracter to hral t l~a t  split. The 
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feminist here is defined not only a s  the wonian who defends female 
sexuality agair~st male \4olence, but also as a figure who presumably 
con,preh&nds the links between sexuality and viole~ice. 

If Tightrope is the theory and Dirty Harry the practice, the Dirty 
I-lar~y film which comes immediately to n~ind is Sudden Impact, in 
which a woman ar t is t  systeniatically kills off a number of men, and 
one woman, who had gang-raped her and her s is ter  some years before. 
In that film, the sexual relationship between the woman and Dirty 
Harry leads to the somewhat predictable conclusion that the wonla11 
may be guilty of the murders, but innocent of any crime. Her real 
crime-or disease-is man-hating, for  which Dirty Harry provicles the 
cure. Dirty Harry thus protects the woman in the name of a higher 
law. Seen against the background of a film like Sudden Impact, the 
narrative logic whereby feminism is "named" in Tightrope becomes 
clear. The feminist becomes a principle of law and order unavailable 
in the tightrope configuration of Wes Block's identity and iden- 
tification with the killer. Feminism as  it i s  represented in the f i l m  
thus allows a reshuffling of the polarities of desire and violence. 

The function of the Bujold character, when defined in this way, 
rings stereotypically true: woman as  a principle of morality, the icon 
which, in a long history of Hollywood genres-the Western comes 
particularly to mind--allows the passage to resolution of one male 
identity crisis o r  another. But in the narrative of Tightrope, wonian 
alone cannot futic tion to this end: feminism i s  required. Put another 
way, the film needs to introduce a working proposition between 
"female" and "feminist." 

All females-and again, one can't really say "woman" here, since 
the detective's own prepubescent daughters figure so centrally- are  
potential objects of the conflation from a theorist's point-of vie%. 
Tightrope appears to  resolve quickly the distinction by having Block 
come to the rescue when the Bujold character is attacked by the 
killer. She defends herself--she teaches self-defense classes, after 
all--but it appears as  though she is about to  be killed when Block 
arrives on the scene. This is the first  woman Block has been able to 
"save." 

If it appears a s  though the film introduces the distinction 
between llfemalell and "feminist" only to collapse it quickly into 
heterosexual formula, it i s  importar~t to note that the rescue is not 
quite a s  clear-cut a s  my description might suggest. Indeed, for all 
of the classic straightforwardr~ess of the binary oppositions in 
Tightrope, the most distinctive overall tone of the film is confusion. 
To be sure,  Tightrope has the proverbial happy ending, but virtually 
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every s tep towards that resolution i s  marked by such uncertainty 
that it i s  not always clear what is  being resolved. While Block tells 
the press that the murders a r e  sex-related, and while several of the 
women a r e  clearly identified a s  prostitutes, it i s  uncertain in several 
instances. Nor is  it made clear the extent to  which sexual abuse is  a 
part of the murders. The most devastating violation in the film i s  the 
assault on Block's daughter, yet an easily overlooked aside by a 
police inspector assures  that no sexual assault  occurred. 

The very premise of Tightrope is  a kind of confusion: Wes Block 
doesn't know who he is, doesn't know how his desires a r e  different 
from a killer's desires. doesn't know what a woman is. But in 
attempting to set  right that confusion, Tightrope plunges deeper into 
another kind of confusion concerning male sexuality. Block's young- 
e r  daughter-the only female in the film who escapes a sexual 
identity--asks a question, intended superficially a s  comic relief, 
which serves a s  a kind of pivot to the film: 1tU%at8s a hard-on, 
Daddy?" The daughter speaks from a position not unlike that of the 
feminist. The film has no answer for the question she asks. Wes 
I3lock sleeps with wonten, and the murderer kills them, but what 
indeed is a hard-on? I s  it the desire to kill, o r  the desire for  sex, 
and is it possible to resituate the polarities of violence and sex~lality 
in any but either-or terms? The daughter a s k s  the question again, 
when her father is  about to go out with the Bujold character: "Are 
you going to have a hard-on, Daddy?" Again, the question re- 
verberates through the entire film, If the director of a rape crisis 
center is a sexual being, how i s  she sexual? The only time we 
actually see this woman in the context of the crisis center is  when 
she demonstrates attack points on a dummy t o  a female self-defense 
class. With a final swift kick to the groin, the dummy's eyes light up- 
-a hard-on of sorts. 

Tightrope i s  a s  unsure of what rape is, a s  it i s  of what a hard-on 
is. Now the assertion that a Clint Eastwood film shares  an affinity 
with feminism might seem somewhat delirious, but the confusion in 
Tightrope is analogous to how rape has been a theoretical issue in 
feminism. One feminist argument i s  founded on the incompatibility of 
sex and rape, and thus defines rape a s  a crime of violence and not a 
crime of sex. Another argument claims rape to be the very paradigm 
of male sexuality, o r  of male heterosexuality. But in both cases  
there is the desire to rescue sexuality-whether in the name of 
lesbianism as  a moment outside of patriarchal relations, o r  in the 
name of a utopian heterosexuality between f ree  and equal agents. 
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Now in coming around to the issue of rape, and to feminist 
positions on rape, I've made a leap into ferninism of a different kind 
than what seems to  Le the focus of this discussion of men in 
feminism. Rape has become a theoretical i s sue  in terms of "radical 
feminism," and radical feminism seems to be somewhat of a spectre 
haunting this discussion. Radical feminism, in i ts  attempt t d  rescue 
sexuality, to resur rec t  the duality of oppression and emancipation, 
has been much criticized in recent years. If ,  a decade o r  so ago, the 
charges against "radical feminism1' were reproaches against separat- 
i s m ,  in the contemporary context those charges tend ra ther  to focus 
on the sin of essentialism. 

It i s  almost inevitable that a discussion like this one will lead, 
sooner o r  later, to essentialism. Current debates about sexuality 
and pornography in particular have polarized feminists, and the terms 
of the polarity a r e  often reduced to  essentialist claims about the 
purity of female experience, versus  anti-essentialist positions which, 
while diverse in their points of emphasis, s t r e s s  the difficult and 
contradictory nature  of identity, whether male o r  female. To agree 
to participate in a panel like this one assumes then a kind of ritual, 
where one of two positions will be occupied: one that excludes men, 
presumably in the name of essentialist claims about the purity of 
female experience; the other, that welcomes men (perhaps in a 
conditional mode, perhaps not) in the name of a fundamental, o r  at 
least a potential bisexuality. 

While I don't question the necessity to be on the lookout for 
rampant essentialism, and while there a r e  in some feminist work 
untenable and problematic conflations, what I do question is  the 
narrative logic served by invocations, conscious o r  not, of the 
"radical feminism." The discussion, today, of men in feminism, has an 
implicit the other of radical feminism, separatism (whatever 
that may be construed to mean), theoretically suspect, constructing a 
public sphere in which men a r e  not addressed, and thus unwilling to 
engage with real men o r  masculinity. That there  may be o r  have been 
historical reasons for  separatist activity, o r  that the term "radical 
feminism1' may include more diversity than the often-repeated slogan 
"porn i s  the theory, rape the practice1' would suggest; that radical 
feminism might be about something more than, other than, the 
exclusion of men-in short, that radical feminism may be part  of a 
complex narrative ra ther  than the bad object of essentialist theory, is  
thus obscured. 

Judith Mayne, Ohio State University 



A MAN'S PLACE 

ELIZABETH WEED 

My comments a r e  made in response to this morning's papers and 
comments by Paul Smith, Andrew Ross, and Stephen Heath. In 
principle, I am happy to be a respondent. The question of the 
relationship of men to feminism is, af ter  all, men's problem--insofar 
a s  it i s  a problem-and it i s  good to  see such a session a t  the MLA 
af ter  all these years. Yet, being a respondent does itself pose 
problems, in that the papers of Paul Smith and Andrew Ross have 
produced a discursive battlefield, which, of course, produces my 
position of respondent a s  one already in the fray, a position I would 
not otherwise choose. One reason I would not choose it i s  that the 
fray which has been produced involves some disturbingly familiar 
issues which do not take u s  very f a r  in our  look at  men and women 
and feminism. That said, I will s t a r t  with some comments on Andrew 
Ross's paper. 

Ross uses the so-called Yorkshire Ripper's crimes and trial to 
display the danger and pathology of "an entire social logic based on 
the necessity of predicating men and women as  fixed social cat- 
egories." The court's ruling on Sutcliffe's apparent confusion about 
whether he was out  to kill all women or  on a divine mission to kill 
just prosti tutes i s  taken by Ross a s  a way of demonstrating the twin 
ills of essentializing and totalizing. He argues  that in finding 
Sutcliffe "sane" (meaning that he was out t o  kill all women and not 
just prostitutes), that in finding Sutcliffe not "mad" but just "bad," 
the law chooses t o  resolve the conflict by reaffirming the very "logic 
of universals that holds sway in the realm of social actibn that 
produces the likes of Sutcliffe." 

I find some internal problems with Ross's argument, but fo r  now 
my interest  i s  elsewhere. I t  i s  with a detail of the paper which 
comes to  assume inordinate importance within the argument as  a 
whole. Near the beginning of his discussion, Ross mentions one of 
the feminist groups involved in the heated public reaction to the 
Sutcliffe case--a feminist group holding the position summarized by 
Ross a s  a syllogism: "Some men rape and kill women. All men a re  
potential rapists-killers. Therefore all women a r e  potential victims.'' 
After the syllogism, Ross pauses between parentheses to say that 
under other circumstances he would be tempted to argue that the 

(CRTTICAL EXCHANGE #18 (Spring, 1985), pp. 37-44] 
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logic of these feminists i s  just a s  false, just a s  reactionary a s  the 
puritanical persecution of prostitutes. The parentheses close but 
matters don't end there. Like inadmissible evidence, displayed but  
stricken from the record, the potential guilt of these feminists i s  not 
forgotten. Every mention of "all womenW calls forth implicitly o r  
explicitly ttall men" and when Ross indicts an 'entire social logicN at 
the end, we need only think of the syllogism a t  the beginning to give 
full closure to the paper. In short, Ross takes  this opportunity to  
make it clear to  all of us, in the name of radical theory. that the 
participation of certain feminists in a universalizing logic can be 
dangerous to o u r  health. 

This all too familiar gesture  of indirectly implicating the victim 
is based on another all too familiar manipulation of the opposition 
universalIparticular. The totalizing o r  universalizing operation that 
Ross censures is  not, of course, an abstract problem; it has a 
history. And that history tells a story we all know of an operation 
performed in the interest  of privilege, power, and domination. TO 
universalize, in the West, has  indeed been to  e rase  difference in the 
name of, for example. Mankind. When feminists, speaking from the 
position of women, repeat the universalizing operation, no matter how 
problematic it may be, it can never, because of the circumstancds of 
enunciation, be the same operation. Ross employs the univer- 
sallparticular argument In the service of his demonstration of the 
danger of confusing the natural and the constructed, but in doing so  
he undermines his own radical project and repeats what can only be 
called the liberal gesture of arguing from the particular. And the 
history of that gesture  is  also well known. In the last two hundred 
years o r  so we have seen well how a dominant c lass  o r  group can 
secure i t s  power precisely because it has access to both poles of the 
universallparticular opposition. When arguments from the universal 
cease to work for  whatever historical reason, there  i s  always 
recourse to the particular. to the rights of the individual a s  against 
totalizing forces. And a s  long as  the circulation of power remains 
closed, the ends a r e  the same. Witness the recent phenomenon of 
accusations of reverse discrimination. 

The point i s  not to repeat the argument of the universal and the 
particular a s  if one were living in an open field of power, but ra ther  
to articulate the positioning of the subject within the existing social 
field. By way of pursuing that argument, I want to move to Paul 
Smith's paper. In a gesture  curiously similar to Ross's, Smith 
quickly establishes a certain feminism a s  the culprit. In his case. 
the guilty feminists a re  not vulgar, o r  theoretically incorrect. He 
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quickly excises that part of the feminist project, naming it women's 
studies and declaring that it is quite fully integrated into the 
s t r u c t u r e s  of the academy. Having thus inscribed the boundary 
separating good and bad feminisms, he accuses good feminism- 
feminist theory-of having erected i t s  own boundaries, i t s  own law 
which keeps him from breaking and entering. What follows is a 
ser ies  of moves designed to  turn the tables on feminist theory, 
accompanied by what one can only assume to  be a ser ies  of ironic 
displays of the phallic a s  against the feminine. The tables turned, we 
a r e  presented with a savior, a third term, the male theorist whose 
presence in the margins of femir~ism will provide the material sexual 
difference that will keep feminist theory radical and subversive. 

There a r e  problems with Smith's argument. Taken, first ,  at its 
face value, it doesn't work. For just a s  women, in the name of 
women, cannot perform the same universalizing operation a s  men, so 
men cannot play the subversive role with regard to feminist theory 
that Smith, a t  least, sees feminists playing with regard to what he 
calls theory in general. And for the same reasons. Such reversals 
do not work because, a s  we well know, the reversal of the 
constructed opposition malelfemale only exposes the excess of the 
female. And the male--or a t  least the white Western male-as things 
stand now, cannot be excessive and cannot occupy the margins. For 
all the talk about excess i s  not just theoretical, because what we 
a r e  aiso talking about i s  access to power-or a t  least o u r  different 
relations to  power. 

Smith's argument is  even more disturbing when read through i ts  
rhetorical display and presumed irony. To what end does Smith 
reinscribe the problematic opposition of insideloutside, portraying 
feminism a s  a discourse intent on legalizing itself, naming trans- 
gressors,  banning all but the authorized? He says he does s o  in the 
service of a struggle against institutionalization. But how to fight 
institutionalization when the very terms of the argument foreclose 
the possibility of thinking a different feminism, a feminism that might 
be a discursive strategy and not simply a self-authorizing in- 
stitution? % 

It  is interesting, in this context, that Snlithts language about 
"men in feminism," "entering feminism, actively penetrating it" 
functions a s  a citation of Jacques Derrida--of the published 
proceedings of a seminar held last year at the Pembroke Center in 
which Derrida commented that "as the research in women's studies 
gains institutional legitimacy, it also constitutes, constructs  and 
produces guardians of the Law. It  induces men from the country who 
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come before the Law to  t ry  to  accede it, to  see  it, to  touch it, to 
penetrate it.@l Derrida was talking about women's studies-making no 
distinction between women's studies and feminist theory, by the way- 
in the context of his reading of the passage in Kafka's The Trial 
entitled "Before the Law." What Smith's citation leaves out,  of 
course, is everything else, including a comment by Derrida that the 
most rigorous struggle to resist  the Law, t o  dismantle it, inevitably 
entails another construction of the Law. A s  Smith himself says, 
there is  no discourse without the operation of the law, Indeed, 
signifying practices a r e  the Law, including the signifying practice of 
subversion. That is the law of the Law. 

Thus, the question becomes that one's relation to the law, in this 
case to  the relative institutionalization o r  legislation of women's 
studies and feminist theory. And, a t  this point, I have to say that I 
don't find Smith's distinction between women's studies and feminist 
theory either useful o r  accurate. That is  not to say that there is 
nothing reductive o r  essentializing going on within feminism. It i s  
just that women's studies a r e  not dominated by essentialism and as  
long as  that is  the case, I see no reason'not to appropriate the whole 
field--that is  feminist theory within women's studies-for radical 
ends. Thus, I use  the terms llwomen's studies" and "feminist theory" 
interchangeably-which still addresses Smith's points, since both a r e  
subject to the same process of legalization. 

Looking, then a t  feminist theory's relation to the law, Smith is  
right in a sense: Women's studieslfeminist theory have become 
somewhat institutionalized, more s o  than other studies of the Other. 
And, to a certain extent, they have reinscribed conservative 
s t ruc tures  and claimed institutional terri tories.  The relative suc- 
cess of that project can be gauged by institutional reactions to it by 
those who see women's studies a s  illegally appropriating someone 
else's ground. The recent report by an NEH committee on the s ta te  
of the humanities, a report aptly entitled "To Reclaim a Legacy," 
certainly has nothing friendly to say about what it calls special 
interest politics in the curriculum. 

111 fact, women's studies a r e  not nearly a s  established a s  the NEH 
report and Paul Smith would have it. Nor do most feminists aspire to 
erect an edifice to the Truth and Beauty of Woman. If that were the 
case, we could certainly demand centuries and centuries of equal 
time. The challenge for us, of course, i s  to do two things 
simultaneously, trying to make even conservative gestures  a s  
subversive as  possible, trying to keep subversive gestures  as  really 
radical a s  possible, constantly displacing the meaning of feminism. 
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That endeavor is, of course,  an impossible one-impossible like the 
relation of women to  Won~an, For if, a s  Stephen Heath says,2 the 
relation of men to  feminism is an impossible one, so, in different 
ways, i s  the relation of women to  feminism. These a r e  impossible 
relations, a s  Heath says, because although a s  individual human 
subjects we live o u r  heterogeneity, we also live o u r  positionings in 
the social field and have to assume both s e t s  of operations. I t  is 
thus that men a r e  ca r r ie r s  of the patriarchal mode and it is thus that 
women have to negoiiate both essentialism and lack. 

Understanding feminist theory, mastering it, i s  not, a s  Smith 
asser ts ,  1 hope ironically, the ticket of entry  into some supposed 
inside, o r  into the place of the woman. It  i s  not because of the well- 
known difference between women's place and men's place. As we 
indeed all know, the white male theorist who understands that the 
subject i s  not identical t o  itself has  the relatively straightforward 
task of resistirlg the imaginary lures  of the historically constructed 
fiction of full male presence. The task of all the others is less 
straightforward. Certainly the situation f o r  women i s  additionally 
complicated by o u r  need to struggle against the lu re  of Woman as  
privileged figure of undecidability, particularly in the texts of male 
theorists. For the many feminists both inside and outside the 
academy who work to transform systems of domination, the immediate 
task entails constructing a female subject in order to obtain for 
women a better, and in many cases  a less oppressive and literally 
safer  place in the social field, while at the same time! always 
displacing boundaries, always shifting positions to work against the 
erection of the same old phallocratic s t ruc tures  in the name of 
identity and the unifying subject. 

A s  Heath says, the impossibility of men's (and I would add, 
women's) relationship to feminism does not imply that we can do 
nothing, but ra ther  that the contradictions cannot be resolved. 
Accepting that, the challenge, it seems to me, is to develop political, 
theoretical strategies, all the while keeping in mind to what extent 
our  radical project is  a utopian one. The utopian vision, so 
necessary a s  the always receding horizon of any political project is, 
in the case of sexual difference, the realizing of real difference, of 
real hetero-sexuality, and not the imaginary, constructed, determiri- 
ing two sexes with which we live. 

I find it interesting that Heath refers  to  at least two different 
utopias. One is  the utopian a-topia of continually deferred places. 
The other-radically other--is Heath's evocatior~ of Luce Irigaray's 
notion of "admiration." Because it is suggested in the context of an 
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ethics (Irlgaray's Ethique de  la diffhrence s m e l l e ) ,  "adntira- 
tion*could provide a possible interim utopia for a possible politics. 
Interesting to  think about. However, because ethics a r e  dangerous, 
precisely because they a r e  inscribed in the binary, it seems safer  to  
opt for theory, 

If we accept, then, the utopian vision of nreal'l sexual difference 
a s  our  working utopian horizon, what will be ou r  strategies along the 
way? 1 would like to suggest, for the sake of argument. that the 
relationship of feminist theory to  so-called "theoryn i s  not, a s  Paul 
Smith would have it ,  constructed by a warring field of interpretation, 
but rather that feminist theory and other theory operate within a 
field of intersecting critical practices. If that i s  the case, where 
then do some of those intersections occur? I will suggest three 
points. 

The first  i s  at  the problem of the subject and i ts  relation to 
existing systems of power. At a very fundamental level, feminists 
have the advantage of a long acquaintance with the notion of the 
personal a s  political. Indeed, i t  nlay be worth mentioning that 
historically feminists learned many of the lessons of undecidability 
and irresolvable contradictions from the Civil Rights movement. That 
is, fronr blacks who articulated what it means to live simultaneously 
as subject and -:so to be positioned in such a way a s  to  make one 
complicitous with white power. It is t rue  that feminists have at 
times fallen into a simple personalization of the political and into a 
simple confessional mode. But neglecting to  account for  one's 
position can also lead t o  excesses. Andrew Ross's choice, for 
example, never to  address directly the question of men and feminism. 
while at the same time incluaing in his discussion a textually 
manipulated anger against certain feminists seems to me an odd 
displacement. - 

With many feminists, a t  least, the need to textualize the subject 
is neither displaced nor neglected. It can't be. For throughout the 
entire feminist project runs the problem of experience. And if we 
are to theorize the female subject and textualize that subject, that is 
a problem we can't avoid. And that, of course, i s  a theoretical 
scandal. We know how women always seem to occupy the place of 
theoretical scandal. Years ago. when everyone was busy doing away 
with the referent. remember who was figured as  the referent? In a 
text like Robbe-Grillel's Le Voyeur i t  was, indeed, the girl Violet who 
occupied that absent place--the place of violation and murder. Today 
things a re  a bit rosier. At least Woman can be respectable a s  the 
privileged figure of undecidability. But there is always the other 
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side--the unacceptable place of experience. For women there i s  no 
choice but to assume both positions. What we need to do, a s  Teresa 
de Lauretis has recently written, i s  to theorize experience on our 
way to theorizing and textualizing the female subject.3 

A second point of intersection i s  with sexuality and its relation 
to  sexual difference. We know that the problems of sexual 
difference a re  not contained by the discourse of sexuality. And yet 
the discourse of fenlinist thedry i s  often taken to be conterminous 
with that of sexuality. A s  Heath says, signification i s  certainly 
bound up with sexuality, but our  societies have produced sexuality 
as  "the meaning, including the meaning of femini~m.'~ The result for 
feminist theory i s  that it i s  then entirely spoken through and by the 
various well-known operations of the family drama. By thus always 
reinscribing feminism in the familiar, by keeping it in the family, we 
contain and trivialize it. In institutional settings of this sort,  for 
example, we can fall so  easily into the same old patterns, the same old 
battlefields. We dance so well the same old steps choreographed for 
us. The limiting of feminism means as  well, the limiting of the 
problematic of sexual difference. For if the history of the discourse 
of sexuality is a complex one, the history of the operations of sexual 
difference is even more so, and in order t o  interrogate those 
operations in a way that i s  not ahistorical o r  completely culture- 
bound, we need to attend to the specificity of women's relation to 
those very operations. I t  i s  not unusual to read cultural criticism 
involving problems of sexual difference from which women have been 
completely evacuated. For some of us, that is a curious practice. 

The third point a t  which feminist theory intersects with other 
theory i s  around the ever-vexed question of theory and political 
practice. A s  one of the most recent large-scale discourses of 
oppression, feminism has raised again in different ways all the 
theoretical and political problems posed by the reinscription of the 
ethical and the just. In writing this response, I was constantly 
annoyed by i t s  sententiousness-an annoyance I immediately displaced 
onto Andrew Ross and Paul Smith for having raised issues that I 
consider rather  tired and from which 1 couldn't take much pleasure. 
But the sententiousness also comes with the whole discourse of 
oppression. The problem with oppression (in addition to the over-use 
of the word) i s  that it has a compelling descriptive power; it often 
seems very right. And yet, i t s  limitations a re  well-known. So, what 
to  do with the part of feminist politics that is an ethical imperative, 
that constructs Woman as  the subject of an ethics, that takes us  
back into the discourse of oppressor and oppressed, domination and 
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liberation-a discourse that has limited usefulness in a post- 
modernist situation of radically altered relations of subjects and 
objects and an ever n~ore complex circulation of power in the social 
field? At the same time, what to do with theory from other quarters  
(usually not feminist quarters) that confuses the utopian and the 
present, that takes the ability to theorize a utopian heterosexuality 
for a solution to the woman-problem of today? How to deal with that 
sleight of hand by which "real" sexual difference takes over and 
women disappear? How to keep utopia in i ts  place? 

The point, finally, i s  not to  set  up a polarity that can somehow be 
resolved, but rather to  continue working with sometimes un- 
resolvable, and always interlocking problems. That i s  something that 
I think both men and women can do from our  different positions. 

Elizabeth Weed 
Brown University 

Notes , 

11n Subjects/Objects, 1984, a journal published by students at 
Brown University. The comments attributed to  Derrida a r e  part of 
an edited transcript of a seminar he gave to  the Pembroke Center for 
Teaching and Research on Women. The editors of the journal make it 
clear that the comments are, thus, "authorized but authorless." 

21 refer here and elsewhere to a paper of Stephen Heath's, "Male 
Feminism." The paper was read by the participants of the "Men in 
Feminism" sessions, but was not actually presented a t  the con- 
ference. 

3'5emiotics and Experience" in Alice Doesn't: Feminism, Sem- 
iotics, Cinema (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1984). 

FEMMENINISM 

PEGGY K AMUF 

In answer to  a question: 

Yes, I'm giving a paper a t  the MLA-in a session titled 'Men in 
Feminism .' You see, there i s  'Men in Feminism I' where some 
men, some supposed men, a r e  supposed to talk about men in 
feminism, and then there is 'Men in Feminism 11' where some 
women who a r e  supposed to be women a r e  supposed to talk about 
men in fentinism too, that is, a s  well. Now, guess which one of 
the two I'm in? 

Would this exchange-it is an answer to  a question-be funny if 
spoken by a man? if spoken from this same place but slightly in the 
past, this morning? Yes, of course, why not? The answer's a quote, 
so  perhaps I'm quoting Stephen Heath o r  Andrew Ross o r  Paul Smith. 
There's no way to  tell in this context because the "I" of a phrase like 
"I'm giving a papern does not state i ts  gender, much less i t s  proper 
name. What i s  more, in the quote, the dual s t ruc ture  of gender is 
reproduced and repeated by the dual s t ruc ture  of the roman 
numerals I and I1 of "Men in Feminismn (which I'm going to propose we 
t ry  to  pronounce according to the graphic rebus '@femmeninism," 
although this runs the risk of introducing a new shibboleth, a word 
with which to discriminate insiders from outsiders merely by one's 
ability t o  pronounce it). Within this symmetry, how can we-you and 
me, you plural and you singular, me singular and me plural-how can 
we be s u r e  who's speaking here? Fortunately (but also unfor- 
tunately), a certain organization of rules and exclusions, a whole 
institutionalized, incorporated legal apparatus of convention is in 
place to  provide some measure of certainty. But what a re  we 
supposed to think about the certainty of the "1" as  converltionally 
structured, for example by the procedural rules of the M A  
convention? The question i s  that of the spatial limits of conventional 
metaphor which it  is crucial to set  out, to posit or  suppose if one is 
to  be able t o  state,  with any reliability, where one stands with 
relation to  "femmeninism," inside o r  outside, for o r  against, left or  
right, in rejection o r  projection. If the decisive question to  be put 
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here is  'where do I, where does the 'I8 stand," then a t  most we have a 
thread to  follow through this c r u s h  of conventional spatial meta- 
phors, obligingly given an  incorporated reality every year  by the MLA, 
and which this year  we celebrate--but by what kind of coincidence?- 
in Washington, D.C. I'm proposing to follow the thread from a 
conventional question such a s  "Are you giving a paper at  the MLA?" t o  
watch how the "I* answers when constrained by place and by time to 
decide where It stands. If you like, I will say I am borrowing-or 
quoting-this way of reading from A Room of One's Own where the 
narrator is both an admiring and an admirable reader. 'All this was 
admirable. But a f t e r  reading a chapter o r  two a shadow seemed to 
lie across the page. It  was a straight dark bar, a shadow shaped 
something like the le t ter  'I.' One began dodging this way and that to 
catch a glimpse of the landscape behind it . . . Back one was always 
hailed to the le t ter  'I.' One began to be tired of 'I.' Not but what this 
#I1 was a most respectable 'I8; honest and logical; hard a s  a nut, and 
polished for centuries by good teaching and good feeding, I respect 
and admire that 'If from the bottom of my hearten A s  you can see o r  
hear, perhaps, such a reference has  already considerably complicated 
the thread to  be followed. WoolPs "'I'"IUI" is  not a beam of 
theoretical light, but "a straight da rk  bar, a shadow . . ." 

Who, when, what, and where i s  the nI1 that has to answer all 
these questions, that also has  to  answer for  all these questions? 

At the moment of writing-today, December 13th-"In already 
must address this moment of reading my paper, performing it here  
(there) now (then). At this moment, I have before me three texts to 
which to refer, two of which, a t  least, assume with more o r  less 
insistence the "malenessn of their f i r s t  persons, of their signatures 
and their performances. So, a s  I write, "fernmeninism* gets  i t s  
spatial contours from three very fine papers, contours which, I 
hasten to add, do  not correspond mimetically with men's bodies nor do 
they in any simple way represent men's bodies. The same must be 
said of that particular piece of the text called the signature. By 
convention, of course,  texts and signatures have and will be projected 
into this relation of representation. By convention, a s  weli, one 
writes of a future  present in which body is made to coincide with 
text, o r  rather to punctuate it o r  interpret it a s  one says of a 
theatrical performance. By convention, there  i s  an "1" addressing an 
absent llyou,"but a s  if this "you" were already o r  still present. All 
of this, already. just by convention. 

(As I write, back on the farm in Ohio, the only other aninlate 
bodies in the room a r e  two cats,  male and female, one neutered and 
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the other  spayed. However, it i s  t r u e  (although you're just going to 
have to  believe I'm not making this up) that earlier in the evening, I 
got a phone call which, if forced to  guess at  i t s  intention, I might call 
obscene--a brief, anonymous, disembodied voice asking me a question. 
And now I'm wondering if-in two weeks--1 can recount this in such a 
conventional place without making you wonder what the question was 
and how I answered. But who, "youn? There i s  still no "you1' yet, the 
address remains a s  anonymous a s  an obscene phone callerls.j 

If "I" is  like an obscene phone caller in i t s  mode of address, does 
that mean I can say anything whatsoever here?  "n'importe quoi" as 
one says  in French to indicate the general interchangeability of a 
thing? I say no, but what does the "1" of o u r  convention say? Is it 
not posed-for example by the conventions of o u r  double session, but 
by at  least 80 other sessions a s  well--to be interchangeable, 
substitutable according to  the characteristics of sex? If one 
a t t r ibutes  the "logic" of this conventional "1" to  the s t r ic t  biological 
o r  genealogical o r  genetic code of two-sexes-reproducing-each other, 
then this "I" will be read a s  human female no matter what it says 
about itself--it can say, in other words, nfimporte quoi. 

Well, I could t r y  to follow the paths of the various "1"'s which are  
deployed by these three very moving and mobilizing papers. They 
certainly deserve more response, more responsible response than 
anyone can expect to give in fifteen minutes. A conventional time 
constraint here on all o u r  "l"'s, theirs and mine, ours. How can "I" 
act responsibly, then, given such a limit on response? Does not the 
reduction to such s t r i c t  temporal and spatial limits constrain one to 
speak almost a t  random of this o r  that feature  traced in shadowy 
outline by "the straight, da rk  barf1? A s  in Hegel's night, where "A" 
looks jus t  like "not A," in this night where all cats  a r e  black and 
crossing paths, doesn't one take a chance whenever one t r ies  to read 
in the dark? 

Another question here: i s  reading in the dark a mode of writing 
the imaginary? Paul Smith asks  "What would a male writing his 
imaginary actually produce? I am, I must confess, stumped by that 
question. The only answers a t  which I could guess seem unlikely to 
be 'correct.'" 1 notice that the "1" here says "I must confess" and 
thereby enters-however ironically, however rhetorically-the con- 
fessional o r  autobiographical mode a t  the very place where what i t  
confesses to is  being llstumpedl' by the question of, exactly how one 
can enter  an autobiographical mode ltcorrectlytf a s  a man. ,We may see 
here an "I1' in a double bind, circumscribed by a demand which it is a s  
impossible to read a s  it i s  necessary to understand. For this reason, 
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one may expect that the "I" cannot not write what it calls the 
"imaginary" and which it defines a s  "a pornographic defense against 
the n~other's body," but by i t s  own prediction it will do so 
"incorrectly," out of place. I realize that the "In realizes o r  
understands its predicament in terms that a r e  not all that different 
from the ones I have just used. But it should not be presumed that 
this understanding-his o r  mine-constitutes o r  effects a resolution. 
A s  Paul Smith reminded u s  this morning, there is a risk of things 
seeming to settle too quickly, giving one but an imaginary resolution 
of the problem of the settling too quickly the question 
that stumps the "1" every time. He writes: "within the context of 
feminist theory, men can do something like the same thing as  women 
doldid within theory itself; they can help to subvert, unsettle and 
undermine the (seemingly rather fast to settle) laws of that 
discourse. This they can do purely by virtue of existing in it as  a 
kind of irreducible difference." Why am I retained, held back by the 
"purely1' and the llvirtuell of the claim made in this last sentence? 
Cz'hat have purity and virtue got to do with "en in feminismn? 

Unless we a r e  talking already, but without knowing it, about the 
im~naculate birth of a thing to which we have had to give the 
monstrous, stuttering name of flfemmeninismlf? 

By announcing such an untimely, uncertain (unwanted?) birth, am 
I being "ahistorical and irresponsible1I? Does not the forced repro- 
duction of this unutteratle stammer defer the referent which the 
correct title, "Men in Feminism," might, as  Smith writes, help keep in 
view? "From the point of their impossible position in feminism, [men] 
might help to keep in view the referent which most of our  current 
theory i s  all too eager to  defer." I cannot disagree with this idea, 
but I am prompted to wonder about the reappearance of a 
representational clarity which passes by way of a visual metaphor 
once again-to "keep in view the referenta1--and which, at  the very 
place where it discerns Itmost of our  current theoryu deferring the 
referent, nevertheless performs a theoretical construction of space 
along the fold o r  turn from inside to outside: "when feminist theory 
turns to confront o r  to  construct i ts  public sphere, o r  when it has 
done with codifying itself in the contested but limited sphere of the 
academic, that is the point where w e  can really talk about alliances 
between feminists and men, between people engaged in a political 
struggle which is carried out on many fronts." In this passage, the 
metaphoric turn follows a clearly dialectical path, passing through 
the roadforks o r  signposts marking off opposite one-way streets  
("feniinists and menn1), turning (left o r  right?) onto main highways 
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(nalliances," "people") which feed into the final term bringing together 
identity and difference ("political struggle carried out  on many 
fronts"). In keeping with my own pattern of spatial metaphors, I 
suggest we can take this final term to be something like a cloverleaf 
over a four-lane interstate where traffic is permitted to move in a t  
least four different directions at once. 

A cloverleaf, of course, is a symbol--a kind of metaphor--for 
good luck, Itthe luck of the Irish,f1 as  one says. The question, 
however, i s  always to know whether the cloverleaf has three leaves 
o r  four, since it i s  only the four-leaf clover that is supposed to bring 
good luck. So, if the dialectic of "Men in Feminismf1 promises that its 
complete operation will be carried out under a good luck sign, that 
the cloverleaf will cover all the bets and all the guesses one has to 
make reading the exit and entrance signs in the dark, then it must 
have some reliable way of counting these exits and entrances. 

Whether the cloverleaf of the dialectical promise has three 
leaves o r  four cannot be said to be seen in the same sense as  one 
sees-and can therefore simply count-the leaves on a real cloverleaf, 
o r  even the exit, entrance ramps on those all-the-more-real-because- 
more-dangerous traffic regulators called cloverleaf overpasses. 
Everyone knows how these things a re  supposed to work, but 
nevertheless many accidents happen when the concept i s  realized in 
concrete, I s  there any rule, then, that can allow us to  count the 
number of ins and outs  of this promise? What i s  the rule-or the 
law--that stands outside that which one is trying to count? Smith 
makes this suggestion: W e n  [feminist theory] has had done with 
codifying itself in the contested but limited sphere of the academic, 
that is the point where we can really t a lk . .  ." If, at  that point, one 
can begin to talk really, it will be because some codified principle can 
be counted on t o  exclude uncertainty from our  numbers. The 
question, however, of whether this codification has had done with 
itself o r  not takes up our  other question of whether the concept has 
three o r  four  leaves. If it has had done with itself, then it is outside 
of that which it  serves to count. 'There are, then, three leaves to be 
counted, the fourth having excluded itself, If, however, it-"feminist 
theory in the contested but limited sphere of the academicft--has not 
had done with itself, then there a re  perhaps four leaves but no way to 
count them. 

Has feminist theory had done with codifying itself, giving itself 
the law so  that we have a new, t ruer  convention for counting our  
numbers, counting off the ins and outs? Or a r e  we still trying to 
read in the dark? I s  there a law-or a rule-that directs blind 
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reading? 
By convention, the answer might be yes. For example, PMLA 

practices an editorial policy of "blind reading,* a policy which was 
instituted largely because of successful pressure from women's 
caucuses on the legislative mechanism of *is association. Does this 
rule always work? That is, does it  have general applicability a s  a 
principle for discounting the signature in order to count more safely 
and surely, which i s  to say, by multiples of three? By convention, the 
answer seems to be no. There a r e  other s e t s  of rules governing the 
omission of signatures, for  example the rules  which governed the 
omission of Andrew Ross's name from the program of ''Men in 
Feminism In. (By some coincidence--or chance-Ross's paper i s  also 
the only one of the three that does not assume the "malenessn of i ts  
signature.) Thus, counting mistakes can still occur because the 
rules for counting (or discounting) signatures a r e  themselves, 
between themselves disjointed. 

To project a codification of feminist theory in any sphere-even 
the limited, apparently trivial sphere sf  the MLA-is to  imagine, it 
seems to me. a body of law with no internal contradictions, a rounded- 
off form that has everything sewn up, leaving no hidden pockets o r  
recesses. Such a projection might be called a devagination, or ,  since 
a fourth term drops out, collapses o r  lapses, a prolapse-here, the 
prolapse of a feminine signature. Has feminist theory given itself- 
and us-the law of how count signatures, of how to count with 
signatures that a r e  both inside and outside what counts? Do we now 
know how to stand on the signature without jumping from one leg to  
the other, do we have a leg to stand on that le ts  u s  count past three, 
a t  least up to four, or, like M r .  Ramsay, a r e  we still stumped by the 
letter "R*, his initial, unable to get to "ql'? Has feminist theory 
figured out how to stand the signature up a s  a ruler  against which to 
measure a new hierarchy of values o r  to lay it out on the ground like 
a tape measure that will point exactly to the limit beyond which out is 
out and in is in? Has feminism learned to absorb its "own" 
difference, the unreliability of i ts signature, so that it can sign for 
everything else? 

I'll end, abruptly, by returning the reference to  Irigarayfs 
"admiration." A s  Stephen Heath notes, the term comes from Les 
Passions de In&me, where Descartes makes admiration the first  of all 
the passions. Specifically, Irigaray reads this passage, as  I trans- 
late it: "Khen the first  encounter with some object surprises us, and 
w e  judge it to be new or  very different from what we have known up 
to then o r  from what we might have supposed it to be, we a r e  then 
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caused to admire it asd be astonished by it; and since.this can happen 
before we have any s u r e  knowledge whether o r  not this object su i t s  
us.or not (s3 cet  objet nous e s t  convenable ou s'iJ ne l'est pas; that is, 
whether it i s  appropriate t o  us, adequate, conform, expedient, 
~er t inen t ,  favorable, decent, etc., etc., from venire, to come, con - 
together), i t  therefore seems to me that admiration is the first  of the 
passions, and that it can have no contrary8 this because, if the object 
that presents itself has nothing in itself which surprises us, we a r e  
not moved in the least and can consider it without any passion.' 
Admiration has no identified contrary, it does not, in other words, 
already depend on a binary o r  dual repetition. I t  i s  thus both before 
the appropriate binary convention and gives the law to that convention 
but a s  the rule  of a perpetual newness, perhaps the lawless rule of 
the monstrous. 

With admiration, have we found a four-leaf clover o r  have we, 
rather, broken the mirror? If the latter,  is there not a sense in 
which breaking the mirror has to  be counted on to bring, not seven 
years bad luck, but to  bring into view something other that is not yet 
or  still a contrary, an opposite, a complement, an appropriate, that is, 
a (necessarily) convenable object? It seems to me that both Heath 
and Smith find themselves constrained (but by whom o r  by what?) to 
locate "admiration" on a more o r  less imaginary map. Heath moves o r  
is forced t o  move t o  the side of utopia; Smith leaps o r  i s  forced to 
leap back because he reads warnings of dystopia, a pornographic 
production. Each move, each jump--forward o r  back? onto the left 
leg o r  the right?-constructs a contrary of admiration, divides it 
between two scenes-best possible and worst possible scenarios. I s  
there any surprise in this? 

To take a leap of my own here, but one which lands again on the 
path of road metaphors, such scenarios bring Road Warrior-the 
movie-to mind. There the utopicldystopic fold of represented space 
over visual, narrative time depends on an impossible frame narration 
from a child's point of view. The frame doesn't hold together, is 
impossible because, for  the child to tell the story, i t  has, in effect, to 
coincide (spatially, temporally) with "Mad Max," i t s  spiritual father 
and the hero of the film. This feral child, the foundling born of 
"mother nature," a s  they say, tells the story as  if he were his "ownN 
father. The narrative works only if one agrees to disregard its 
frame, one which in this case I s  laughingly incoherent-it's child's play 
to see  the joining cracks. Elsewhere than in the movies it's more' 
clifficult, 1'11 admit, t o  see the cracks that break up the father's 
dream of immortality through a son because, having been repeated 
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generation a f t e r  generation, it can now seem t o  be imputed t o  the 
child a s  h is  own dream. But isn't it  time we all began t o  break u p  
whenever we hear  talk of o r  from an oedipal imaginary? 

So, maybe there's something p re t ty  funny going on here.  I'm 
tempted t o  understand it according t o  one of the f i r s t  principles of 
feminist consciousness-the notion of the double standard, the double 
measure o r  rule. When an imaginary line i s  being drawn, dividing 
precisely what will be called the imaginary from the r e s t ,  who i s  going 
to  be ready to sign on the dotted line guaranteeing the reliability of 
all other signatures? And if we're still  asking whether the a u t h o r  
izing signature will itself be masculine o r  feminine, even male o r  
female, can we ever  expect to  be surpr ised  again by the advent of 
what counts differently? 

Peggy Kamuf 
bliami University 


